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ABSTRACT

Shock predictability and die|ary physical property (liquid or

sotid) were varied within an inescapable and unavoidable shock

situation for 48, J2, or 96 hr in order to assess the effects of

these variables on rumenal- and glandular ulceration and pH in the

stomaehs of 168 rats. Subjects in the }iquid diet condit,ion had

significantly greater ulceration and significantly lower pH (higher

acidity) in the rumen than those subjects in the solid diet groups,

It appears that dietary physical properties may be as important as

chemical and nutritional properties with respect to gastric ulcer-

ogenesis. Shock predictability did not markedly affect rumenal or

glandular pH and did not produce glandular ulceration in any subject.

Rumenal pH and ulceration increased followíng 72 hr of conditioning.

The results also indicated a strong negati-ve correlation beLween

ulceration and pH in the rumenal portion of the stomach. It appears

that the period required for acidity increase accounts for the three

to five day latent period in the development of rumenal ulceration.

Under all experirnental conditions, the rumenal portion of the stomach

was consistently more acidic than the glandular portion. Although

increased acidity is conrnon to ufceration deveJ-opment in both

divi-sions of the stomach, the present results indicate that a uniform

acidity increase may not result from the same treatment. The

liquid dieL produced increased rumenal acidíùy but did not change

glandular pH. It appears thab ùhe presence or absence of increased
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acldity is determined by the naLure of the stressor employed. The

finding that a single stressor increased acidity and produced

urceration in the rumen, but effected no glandurar ulceration or

pH changes provides support for this hypot,hesis.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

I.I Review of Ps.ychological Variables in Experl-mental UlceraLion

This secLion provides a review of psychological variables

involved in the pr:oduction of experimental gastric ulceration. The

psychological variable: are classified along two dirnensions: helpless-

control and predictable-unpredictable. The final discussion concerns the

role of psychological and physical variables as they relate to the preven-

tj-on of and the reeovery from experimental ul-ceration.

Ulceration of the stornach and digestive tract occurs among most

people in most parts of the world (Galla-t-Mones, L95B; Kurokawa, l.759i

Pulvertaft, 1955, WaLkinson, I95B). Eusterman and Balfour (L935) noLed

LhaL IO% Lo l2-/" of all people at some time i-n their lives suffer from a

gastric or duodenaf ulcer as revealed by autopsies and X-ray studies.

DespiLe these facts, less is kno-,vn about ulceration than many other human

diseases (RoU¡ins, 1967). The temporal developmenL of ulcers and t,he

relationship of psychological factors Lo gastric pathology remain unclear.

On t,he basj-s of exLensive experimenLal research and cU-nical-

observation, many faclors have been shown to contribute to the etiology of

gastric ulceraLion. These factors ca.n be divided into lhe categories of

physical and psychological variables. That a psychological variable by

itself can lead to gasLric ulceratj-on has not yeL been conclusively

demonstraLed, however much rese¿lrch imolicat,es psychological factors in

gastric patholoqy. I'fosL researclr has combined a physical parameLer
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(e.g., shock)-with a psycholoqical one (e.g,., fear). It is research

involving both psychological and physical variables which this review wiIl

consider.

The actual beginning of the systemaùic investisation of psycho-

logical- facLors as they relate to gasLrointestinal pathology r^ras provided

by !üo1f and !ùolff (lglol) in their classic study of Tom, who had an opening

in the stomach (gasùric fistuta) for forty-seven years. 'ûI" B. Cannon, in

introducing the study, noted thaL 'rperhaps mosb illuminating of all the

observations are those on the intimate relations between emotional states

and gastric activity (p. vi)"" It, is worthy of noLe ùhat lllolf and l¡,Iolff

examined the gastrj-c concomitants of spontaneously occurring emoLions in

Tom. They did not arLificiatly or experimental-ly attempt to induce

emotional- situations. Basieally, this study eorrelated gastric reaclions

with ongoi-ng emotions as labelled byrnlolf and Wol-ff. In the case of

aggressiveness and hostility, the authors noted that the gastric mucosa

became dark red and engorged with blood (hyperemia), acid secretion in-

creased to three times Lhe normal (control) Ievel anC that gasùric motility

increased. Hostil-ity and anÉ{er were associated with the highest acidity

level of al-l emotions considered in the study. Chronic emotional tension or

anxiety, was found to result in hypere¡nia and prolonged increases in gastric

motil-ify and acidity. WoIf and Wol-ff remarked fhat following chronic

emotional Lension, the mucosal membrane was more susceptible to trauma Lhan

at any other lime. This may have been due to Lhe apparently anxiety-induced

reducLion in Lhe protecLive action of the mìrcous membrane. The Woff and



Wolff study direct,ed Lhe atLention of researchers to lhe relationship

between emotional changes and physiological changes. It was evidenL from

the study of Tom that some relationship exisLed, but its experimental in-

vesligaLion remained incomplete 
"

Mahl (L949) began this investi-gation. He noted the confusing

nature of the research dealing with psycholoqical processes leading to

peplic ulcers, MahI began his paper by stating rrEmotional processes are

now generally regarded as playing a primary role in the etiology of peplic

ulcers (p. 30)"" This statement was followed with a lengthy discussion con-

eerning the l¿ck of agreement on lhis issue. Most of the disagreement

arose frorn different researchers reporting thaL widely different emotions

all seemed to produce ulcers. This confusion may harre been due to the fact

that at this time, it was proposed that the termrtemotionrr be elirninated

from Lhe psychological l-iterature (Uuffy, I93l+t 1941), reflecting dis-

agreement over the meaning of emotion. Duffy felt that the term |temotionrt

was redundant with those of tractivationrr and ltmotivationrr. Mahl stated,

however, that chronic anxiety or fear seemed to be the mosl substantiated

emotion which led to gasLrointeslinal disorders. He also noted that pro-

longed increases in gasùric acidity led to gastric and duodenal ulcers"

He reasoned that j-f chronic fear and gastric acidity were j-nvolved ín ulcer

etiolo-qy, then a relationship beLween lhese two variables should be possible

to demonstrate. MahI exposed dogs lo a light CS follov¡ed randomly by a

strong shock. It is importanL to noLe here that lhe shock in this situation

was unpredictable,and uncontrollable. (tne implications of this facL wil-I

be discussed ì,eter.) MahI's resul-Ls confi'med the hypolhesis thaL exposure



to chronic anxiety brings about pathophysioloqical- changes, Aflter up to

six months of chronic fear, six out of seven dogs showed increased gastric

acidity" Removal of the animals fron the experimental chamber or omission

of the shock resulted in a return of acidity levels to the normal control

Ievel. At no ti:ne was ulceralion found in any of the animals, but Mahl

noted that this finding did not necessarily contradict the acidity theory

of ulceraLion since dogs rarely developed peptic ulcers unless surgically

al-tered.

Mahlts study demonstrated a rise in both free and total acidity in

response to chronic fear. These gastric acid increases were elicited by

the CS al-one, without shock rei¡forcement, Lhereby providing support for

an association betv¡een a psychological variable and gastric acid chanqes.

MahI (1953) exarnined a human patient diagnosed as suffering from

chroni-c anxiety. Intragastric samples r¡/ere taken from this patient over

the course of 32 psychoanalyt,ic sessions, each of one hour duration. Prior

to the session, the stomach was washed with physioÌogical saline. The

gastric acid samples we-e collected immediately after each anaÌysis session.

The psychological data was independently rated for anxiety and cl-assified

as high or low anxious. This data was then co-relaLed with the acidity

findings. The results showed that high acidity and low acidiùy cor¡sf¿lsd

significantly with high anxieLy and low anxiety respectivel-y. These results

are again inconcl-usive with respect lo the relationship of psychological

variable lo gastric patirology since no ulceration data could be obtained,

and since the palient had evidently been suffering from anxieLy for a J-onq

time and as such, many unconLrolled non-ps¡/chol-ogical factors could have

been involved.
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Heller, Levj-ne and Sohle" (I9Ð) investiqaLed the rel¿Lionship

between gastric acidity and rrnormally producedrr anxiety. AnxieLy was in-

duced by inf'orming hospiLal patients of the need for a second test of Lhe

stomach conl,enLs, leaCing Lhe patients Lo believe that their illness was

more serious Lhan first thought. The persistence of the elevaLed gastric

acid levels which occur j-n response to anxiety was exarnined. Specifically,

they studied whether the el-evaLed acidity levels would remain if the anxiety

remained for a period of 12 hours" The resufts showed that elevated gastri-c

acid levels remained as long as did the anxiety. A complicating factor in

this study, however, was that lhe patients used in the study were suffering

from gastrointestinal pathology and as such, it is difficult to conclude

whether the acidity levels reflected anriety or organie disease.

Following L953, the research on psychological factors relating to

gastric ulce¡ation can be classifi-ed according to a helpless-control dimen-

sion and a predictable-unpredicùable dj-mension proposed by Seli-qman (f969).

Many studies utilizing the procedures of conflicL, avoidance,

conditioned fear and restrainl to produce gastric ulcers, were carried out

prior to Seligmanrs proposed classifications. These concepts are defined,

supporting research cited, and then the relevant ulceration li-terature

documented and discussed in relation to these dimensions in the following

two sections.

(") I{elpless-Control Dimension

Seligman, Maier and Sclornon (f97I) offered a definition of con-

trollability in terrns of conditional probability. In an instrumental situa-

tion, uncontrollability is defined as that situation where a reinforcemenL



is completely independent of a response; that is, a. response does noL

control or resulL in reinforcement. Wilhin the cl¿ssical conditioning

paradigm, unconlrolJ-ability is defined as that situaLion where the CS and

t,he US are neither produced, reduced, terminated or prevented by any res-

ponse the organism ernits. Figure J-.I shows a probability uiew of control

or helplessness within an instrum::nta1 framework. Helplessness (uncontroll-

ability) is defined as the siLuation where the probability of reinforcement

given thaù a response has occurred or p (RF/R), is equal to the probability

of a reinforcement given that no response has occurred or p (RFÆ). In

other words, the organism is helpless or rtnot in conLrol't if reinforcement

is independent, of its responding.

(i) Helplessness

Mowrer and Viek (1948) began the study of helpJ-essness. The

authors noted that both clinical and experimental observations suggested

that fear aroused by physical pain uras a function of whether the pain vras

under the subjectts control Mowrer et al-. hypothesized that the fear

aroused by physical pain increased over time, while lhe same stimulation,

subject to terninati-on by the organism, resulted in l-ittl-e or no such f ear.

One group of rats could terminate shock by jumping vertically so that aII

four feet were off the ground. A second group of animals could not termi-

nate the shock. The results sltowed that animals which could escape the

shock by jumping exhibiLed fewer anxiety or fear reactions (as measured

by inhj-bition of eating) than those animal-s which could not Lenninate the

shock. These early results provide support for Lhe hel-pless end of Selig-

manrs first dimension.
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Seligmanrs et af. (I9Zt)
in terms orioiñitional
p (n¡'ln) = p (RFÆ), the

view of helplessness
probability. I'lhen
organism is helpless.
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Seli-gman and Maier (lç6?) provided experimental supporü for the

hypothesis of rrlearned helplessnessrr resultinq from an uncontrollable

situation. One group of dogs was trained to press a panel to escape shock,

thereby allowing the animal-s conLrol over the shock. These dogs shovred

normal acquisiLion of a subsequent shuttlebox etca.pe/auoidance task. A

second group of dogs was first given inescapable shock (absence of cont::ol

over shock) and then placed into the shuttlebox escape/avoi-dance situation"

They showed a ¡narked deficiency in their ability to aequire the new task,

and in fact never did acquire it. These results were interpreted as

supportJ-ng a learned helplessness explanation of interference with escape

responding. Seli-grnan, et aI. argued that in the first phase of the study,

the subjects had l-earned that shock termination was independent of res-

ponding. I¡rlhen transfemed to the shuttlebox situation, the aninafs failed

to respond because they had already learned t,hat responding had no effect

on shock administration. These results suggested that lhe controllability-

uncontrol-lability aspect of an o::ganismts first experience wit,h an aversive

situation ca.n profoundly affect the subsequent behaviour of thaL organism.

Overnr-ier and Seligman ( Lg67) exLended the prevíous findings and

found that the use of higher shock intensities in the inescapable situation

did not attenuate the interference effects on l-ater avoi-dance behaviour.

They concl-uded that simple adaptation to shock was not occurring. To

eliminate the possibility that a competing instrumental response rni.qht be

occurring during lhe period of inescapable shock, dogs were curarized for

this phase of l,he study. The interference with subsequenL avoidance behar¡ior

was slill- presenL after this Lreatment.



FinatryrseligmanrMaierandGeer(1968)showedthat'thelearned

helplessness effect could be allevj-ated by repeatedly compelling the dog to

make the instrumental response which Lerminated the shock. Dogs which had

been given prior inescapable shock, were dragged through the opening in the

shuttlebox, thus terminating the shock. Eventually the dogs acquired this

response on their own. The authors concluded that instrumental control

over aversive events is necessary to prevent the development of subsequent

abnorrnal behaviour.

t¡rteiss (I9ó8) indicated that animals in a helpless or uncontroll-

able si-tuation develop greater pathological damage than do animals in a

situation over which they have controf. In this experiment, one g::oup of

rats was trained to escape and avoid shocks by jumping onto a platform. A

second group of rats was trained to escape and avoid shock by pressing a

copper plate wiùh their noses. Tïuo other groups were yoked to the eseape/

avoidance groups; that is, they were shocked whenever their counterparts

failed to avoid shock. The results indicated that yoked subjects, who

were helpless since their respondinq was independent of shock adnrinistra-

tion, Iost more weight, developed more and larger st,omach ulcers, defecated

more and showed greater inhibition of drinking in the shock situation than

did subjects which could. escape and avoid shock (the subjects which had

control over the situation). Similar lo l{eissrs findings were those of

Mool, Cebull-a and Crabt,ree (1970) who varied the conLrol-helpless'dimension

in their experimenl by allowin,g rats instrumental control over shock. Rats

were Lrained Lo lever press for food on a variable inlerval schedule during

which each reinforcement, was paired with elecLric shock. One group of
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animals terminaLed the shock by responding while a second group was help-

less and could not avoi-d the shock. The results showed th¿lt animals which

coul-d escape shock developed significantly fewer ulcers than animals re-

ceiving inescapable shock. This study provi-des support for Seligmanfs

helpless-controÌ dimension by illustrating that the degreee of instrumental

controf an organism exerts over a moxious stimulus, is an important variable

in the psychological and physiologi.caf severity of a conflict or fear-

producing situation.

It is evident that many corditioned fear situations represent

helplessness on Seligmants heJ-pless-control dimension, Much research on

e>çerimental ulceration has utilized the conditioned fear paradigm. As

noted earlier, Mahl (1949) used an uncontrol-lable shock situation, since

shock administration was independent of the subjectrs responses. Thus

I'[ahIts findings of i-ncreased gastric acidity as a function of chronic fear

may, in part, be due to the fact that lhe subjects were helpless with

respect to control over shock.

Weisz (1957) used a conditioned fear paradigm, subjecting rats

t,o 30 days of uncontrollable shock. These ani-mal-s developed significantly

more rumenaÌ ulceration than did control- subjects. Since the animals were

on either a 46 hour or 47 hour food deprivation schedule, and since

Mikhail (f966; L972) fras shown that food deprivation per se is an im-

portant ulcerogenic agent, it may be that Weiszts results were, in part,

due to the food deprivation variable.

Sawrey (196I) attempted to isolate a psychological component from
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the physical variables involved in gastric ulcerogenesis. Specifically,

Sawrey attempted to s eparate fear from shock in a conditioned fear paradigm.

One group of rats received a buzzer CS followed IOO% of the ti-rne by shock.

The second group of rats received a buzzer CS followed 50% of the time by

shock. The animals were maintained on a 20 hour food and water deprivati-on

schedul-e while remaining in the conditioning apparatus for 14 days. The

results showed that the reguÌar group in which the buzZer CS was always

followed by shock developed significantly fewer ulcers than the irregular

group in which there üIas no 100Í predictable CS. It shoul-d be noted that

one group of rats received ItpredJ-ctablerr shoek while the second group re-

ceived 'runpredictabletr shock. Subsequent research, to be discussed later,

has shown this to be a potent variable in the production of experimental

urceration (lrleiss , L96B; caul, Buchanan and llays , L972). This fact, coupled

with the physical parameters of food deprivation and shock (since the rats

did get 50% of the shocks) nlay have contributed to Sawreyrs results.

Sawrey and Sawrey (1964) administered varying amounts of fear con-

ditioning to rats prior to placing them into rest,raint for 48 hours. While

in resLraint, the CS for fear was periodically presented to the rats but in

no j-nstance vras the US ever presented. The results indicated that ulceration

rate increased as a direct function of the amount of prior fear conditioning"

This study, however, only demonstraLes the effects of a psycholoqical

variabLe when used in conjunction with a powerful physical- variable since

restraint has been shown Lo induce a very high ulcer incidence by itself
(Ader, L96l+; Brodie, L962; Brodie and Hanson, L96O; Hanson, t963; Senay

and levine, t967; CauI and Buchanan, L972).
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Pare ( L96B) exposed rats to unavoidabl-e and uncontrollable Lone-

shock pairings for eiLher one hour, 24 hours, five days or Zt+ days. No

ulceration vras found in any anirna] at an.y time period. These results are

readily explained by the facü Lhat the rats in this study, were never food

or rtater deprived. Food deprivation must be used in conjunctÍon with other

manipuì-ations if experimental- urceration is to be produced (lrieisz, lr957;

Sawrey and Weisz, 1956; Mikhail, L966).

Sawrey and Sawrey (1968) examined the ulcerogenS-c properties of

a shock US in an uncontrol-l-ab1e fear conditioning paradigm. Restrained rats

were given various US intensities and durations over a 48 hour period. Sawrey

and Sawrey concluded that ulceration increased as a function of US intensity,

but not of US duration. These results, however, must be oualified in light

of the previously cited U-terature demonstrating the ulcerogenic properties

of restraint by itsel-f.

An opposite finding was reported by Mikhair (1969). usi-ng an

uncontroll-able fear conditioning paradigm as the other researchers had done,

Mikhail found that ulceration did not develop even when condi-tioned fear was

superimposed upon ulcerated ral,s foll-owing 24 hours of restraint. In a

second experimenL, 20 hours of fear conditioning and 48 hours of food de-

privaLion preceeded ]B hours of pyJ-orous Ligation stress. Measures of free

and total gastric acidily reveal-ed no differences between rats qiven the

fear CS and those not qiven the CS durinq the period of pytorous ligation.

l"fikhail accounted for these resulls by stating that the conditioned fear

treatment was nol ulcerogenj-c even when mil-d shock was used. As in other

studies using conditioned fear, t,his experimenL did not demonstrate the
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ulcerogenic properLies of a psychological varíable alone since the pylorous

ligation procedure was used in conjunction wiùh the fear Lreatment. Some

support, however, was demonstrated for pathogenic changes to the non-reinforced

CSrs,

It can be seen Lhat from the helpì-ess end of Seligmanrs continuum,

some conrusion 

;""";"."";:'.::;.1"]i-:::r::lll:;:;*'"''
affects the resultant emotional upset and
physiological stress, as well as the sub-
sequent acquisition of instrumenLal res-
ponses. Shocks which S cannot modify are
more distressing and sEressful than shocks
with which S can cope, even though the
physical st-i-nuli are the sane (p. 362)."

(ii) Control

The other end of Seligmanls continuum is the controÌ end, meaning

than an animalls responses affect the occurrence of some subseouent event.

In other words, the ani:nal-rs behavior affords it control over the situation.

The best and most exLensiveÌy studied paradigm illustrat,ive of control is

the free-operant (siOman) avoidance siùuation (Sidman, L953). In a typical

Sidman avoidance paradigm, the animal must emit a response, usually a lever

press, at least once every 20 seconds in order to postpone a shock for a

further 20 seconds.

monkey

tesùed

coul-d

The classic experimenL using this paradigm was the trexecutiverl

sLudy of Brady (fg¡g). In this study, nonkeys were restrained and

in pairs. Both members of a pai-r received shocks but only one monkey

prevenl" them. The 'rexecuLiverr monkeyrs lever was funcLionaÌ

responses prevented or allowed shocks for both members of a pair.

monkey v¿as a yol<ed control rneaning thal lts lever was disconnected

and its

The other

so that
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shock was independent of iLs responding, This monkey received the same

number of shocks at the same time as did the rtexecuLivert monkey but only the

rrexecuLive'r monkey had the additionaÌ psychological stress of responding

imposed upon it. Bradyts resulLs showed that trexecutiverr monkeys developed

severe ulceration and often díed while control- monkeys showed no signs of

gastrointestinal pathology. These results are opposed to those of Vrleiss

(1968) and to Seligmanrs hypothesis. The 'rexecuti-verr monkey had control

over Lhe situation and should have suffered 1ess, if any damage, whil-e the

helpless yoked control monkey shoul-d have developed ulcers. In addition

to the small number of subjects used, there is a confounding variable in

Bradyts study which may e>çlain the discrepant resul-ts. Subjects v¡ere not

randornly assigned to groups; that i-s, to the executive or control group.

They we-e assigned to groups on the basis of a pre-test for the rapidity

of acquisition of the avoidance task. Those monkeys which acquired the

task rapidly were assigned to the rtexecutivetr group while sl-ower monkeys

were designated as controls. Sines, Clelland and Adkins (1963) and Lepanto,

Moroney and Zenhausern (L965) have shown that rats which are susceptible 'fo

ulcers acquire an avoidance response faster Lhan controls. Therefore, it

nay be that therrexecuLivert monkeys in Bradyts study v¡ere consfitutionally

more emotional- and prone to ulcers Lhan were the yoked conLrol monkeys.

Foltz and Millet,t (1964) replicaLed Bradyrs rtexecuLivert monkey

experimenf wiLh 20 subJects and failed to find ulceraLion in any of Lhem.

This experj¡tenL was si¡nilar to Bradyrs in that avoidance sessions alternated

with rest sessions and each of Lhese sessions was of six hours duraLion.

The onJ-y difference between this study and Bradyts was that Folfz and l'Iilletl,
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eliminaLed the pre-test selection task for fhe rapidity of acquisition

of avoidance responding. The avoj-dance sessions were signalled by the

presence of a red light while rest sessions were indicated by the absence

of the light. According to Seligman, this situation is both conLrollable

and predictable for the rtexecuti-ve't monkey. As such, it should har¡e

developed less physiological damage than t,he yoked control monkeys whose

situation was helpless. The data followed this patter.n. There was

evidence of ulceration in controÌ monkeys but none was found 1n the

trexecuLivestr, ft thus appears that helplessness results in more physio-

Iogical damage than when the subject has control over the situation" That

these helpless monkeys welle more emotional and anxious than the ilexecutivesrl

was verif'". 0",,;::":î:':"i::"::":;'"::,:,:-"ï:::,:: .'" contror monkev'

responses each tjme the red light came on,
in that this monkey wouJ-d stand up i-n its
chair and vocalize and gesticulate towards
the rtexecutiverr, apparently showing an
emotional response to the tronrt epoch and
the t'executiversrr inability to learn fast
enough to suit the control (p. 4l+9) .*

The human analog of the rrexecutivert monkey e>çerinenL was investi-

gated by Davis and Bemy (L963) . Using a noise avoid.ance task, subjects

ü¡ere run in pairs consisting of one executive who could respond to avoid

the noise and one control- whose responses were ineffectual-. External ab-

donrinal electrodes revealed greater gastrointest,inal activity in the execu-

tive subjects, thus supporting Bradyts (f95¡t) research since increased.

gastroinLesLinal noLility has been correlated with gastric pat,holo,çy (Ganong,

1g7t).
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Brady (1963) commenLed on the Davis and Berry experimenL noting

thab in his research, the typical finding was that of decreased acidity and

gastric motility during the 'ton't sessions while both of these measures rÐse

sharply during the rroff't or rest periods. He explained Davis and Berryrs

conflicting results by stating that in the rtnormâl'r physiological- condiLion,

gastric acidity and motiliLy covary in the same direcLion buL while unCer the

stress of a behavioural avoidance task, this relationship nright not hold.

Rice (L963) exarnined the apparenlly crucial variable of the tton-

offrt schedule of responding. The responding-rest ratio was increased from

1:I to I2zl2 in i-ncrements of one hour. The schedul-es used were even hour

ratios of responding and non-responding tine; that is, Lz1-r 2:2r 323, ...,

l1:I1, and 12:12. The results showed that a raLio of 6=6 (as used by Brady)

resulted in the greatest ulceration developrnent in rats. Br:ady had found

that with monkeys, ulceration developed only when a responding-resL ratio

of 626 was used while Rice found that aII schedules producecl some ulcera-

tion with the peak aL a 6:6 sehedul-e. .Rice concluded that his resulLs

generally supported Brady, atLributing discrepancies to species differences.

Ricets research, however, was not supporLed by Pare (fçZf). Pare

used a six hour rronrr - six hour |toffrr schedule of avoidance responding in

rats. Very few ulcers were found in either rtexecutiverr or yoked-conLrol

subjects and no differences were evidenL between these two groups. Hickey

(L962) had found similar results. In boLh of these studies, free food and

waLer intake was monitored and founc.l Lo be relaLively stable. It is possib,ì-e

Lhat these resul-ts may have been infl-uenced by the availabilJ-ty of food.

IL was nol,ed previously that food dep-intt'on appeíìrs 1,o be a necessary
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condition for lhe experimentar production of ulcers (ltit<trait, 1966).

Continuing with research on the gastrointesLinal effects of avoid-

ance responding, White (1964) exanrined human gastric activity durinq a shock

avoidance task and during a condition of passive acceptance of a m-ild light

or tone stimulus. Results indicated that gastrointesLinal activity decreased

during avoidance behaviour but rose during rest or passive stimulation periods.

The results were seen as supporting Brady (rg¡g) but not Davis and Berry

(Le63) .

Pare (L972) exarnined gastri-c acidity in raLs at each end of

Seligmants heÌpless-control dimension. Tn one experiment, gastric acidity

ÏIas measured in an unavoidable or helpless situation. Rats, fitted with a

chronic gastric fistula, were subjected Lo 23 hours of continuous conditioned

fear" 'The results i¡rdicated that both free and total- stomach acidity in-

creased over the entire session, while total volune of gasLric juice declined.

No ul-ceration data was reported. In a second experi-rnent, rats with chronic

gasLric fistulae were subjected to an avoidable shock sitrtation r.epresenting

the oLher extreme of Seligmants continuum. Pare used a one hourrronrt - one

hour 'toffrr scheduÌe for three hours per day for six days. The scheCule on

a given day was: one hour resL, one hour avoidance, Lhen one hour rest.

Gastric acid samples were coll-ected each hour as in the previous stuCy. The

results reveal-ed an acid secretion pattern very simil-ar to that found in

the helpless situation. Free and total sLomach acidiùy increased and tot,a1

gastric volume decreased overî sessions and days. Parers results on gastric

activity cannot be extended to gastric patholo.gy since the stomachs were not

examined for ulceration. His fincling of no differences in gast"ic activity
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(as indicatecl by acid output) befween the helpless and control ends of

Seligmanrs continuum may have been infl-uenced by the facL thaL three days

separated each acid collection sessj-on and that during these days, ad lib

food and water was available to Lhe rats. The presence of food in the

stomach tends to buffe. gasLric acidity (Levine and Senay, I97O) and this

fact nay have masked any differences between Pares groups.

The inconsistent literature on the relationshio of avoidance

responding Lo ulceration reflects the fact that several confounding factors

are involved. Rice (L963) indicated that Lhe stress-rest ratio was important

especially with respect to species differences. Brady (L963) noted that,

different autonorni-c control mechanÍsrns may be operating to alter gastr:ic

acidify and motility in the same or different directions. It is well known

that wide individual differences exist in autonomic reactirrity (iternbach,

L966). Hodges and Spielberger (]96ó) considered the problem of individual

differences v¡ith human subjects and stated: 'tDespite th'e growinq concensus

concerning the importance of cognitive factors in medi-ating physiological

responses to stress, many investiqators continue to ignore indiuídual

differences in the subjectts interpretation of Lhe stressor situation (p,292),"

This hypothesis rnay weII explain the confusing results on human avoidance

behaviour and gastrj-c function. FinaIIy, the control-helpless dimension is

common to al-l the avoidance sludies, and should be laken into consideration

when evaluating thcm. The main conclusion arising from Bradyrs research

and other sLudies v¡hich support it is that the varj-abl-e of having to respond

to avoid shock was responsible for the ulcerati.on. Seliqmanrs main con-

cfusion is ùhat Lhe psychological variable of helplessness is an imporLanL
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ulcerogenic agenL. In both cases, the evidence suggests Lhat psychological

and emotional factors are important conLríbutors to gastric pathology but

they have not been shov¡n to be sufficient ulcerogenic aqents by Lhemselves.

(b) Predictable-Unpredictable Dirnension

Seligman et aI, (197I) have proposed a second dimension along

which studies using psycholoqical variables to produce gastric ulceration

may be classified. Predictability, in a cl¿ssical- conditioning paradigm,

is defi¡red as that situation wherein the occurrence of a CS changes the

probability of a US occurring; fhat is, a CS stands in a predictive

relationship to a us if and only if the probability of a us given that a

CS has occurred or p (UCS/CS) is not equal to Lhe probability of a US

given Lhat a CS has not occurred or p (UCSÆS). If lhese probabilities are

equal, so that whether a CS occurs does not affect the probability of

occurrence of US then the situation is defÍned as being unpredictable.

Figur:e l-.2 shows a diagram of the predictabl-e-unpredictable dimension in

terms of conditional probability. Seligman el aI. stated that shocks

which occured i-ndependenùIy of CSrs, so thaL the shocks krere unpredictable,

were more aver.sive and stressful- than were predictable shocks. A primary

measurement of aversiveness is choi-ce and the following review of research

indicates that both ani-rnals and humans prefer predictable to unpredictable

aversive situations.

Lockard (1963) used a shuùtlebox paradigm t¡ study rats' pre-

ference for sienalled or unsignalled shock. One group of rats was given a

light CS five seconds prior Lo being shocked in one comparLment only. A
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Seligmants et al. (1921) view of unpredictabilityin terms orioñãitional'prou"uirity. when a p (úcs/cs)
n (UCsfs¡, the situation is r¡rpreoictable.





second group received random CS presentaLions beLween shocks. The dependent

measure was simply the number of trials spent in each comparLment by both

groups of rats. The resulLs indicated that the experimental subjects spent

90% ot the trials in the compartment w.ith the CS while the control- animal-s

spent about 5Of" of the trials in each of the two compartments. I¡ckard

concluded that a warning stimulus such as a Cs prior to shock, my not be

aversive to an animal buL may even be reinforcing for its informational or

predictive value.

Preference for predictable shock was studied in a different para-

digm by Perkins, Levis and Seymarur (1963)" These researchers placed rats

in a tilt box apparatus for eleven hours on each of three consecutive days.

Ïn one side of the til-t box, rats reeeived a three second light CS fotlor+ed

by a brief shock (signal-shock) while conditions were reversed on the other

side of the box (shock-signal). Following the first three days, the con-

ditions in each side of the box were reversed, and the rats were tested for

three more days. Preference was measured by the number of tr:ials spent in

each compartment of the t,ilt box. The results showed that rats reJ-iably

preferred the signal-shock condition on the first three days and showed a

non-significant trend to prefer the signal-shock sj-de on the following

three days when condiLj-ons were rer¡ersed.

Pervin (1963) investigated human preference for preCiclable or

unpredicLabre shock. I{e sludied two situat,ions of certaint¡r or uncertainty

under conditions of LhreaL of shock. The relative desirabil-ity of Lhe threaL

condítions and their relaLionship t,o anxiety was al-so e:<amined. One group

of unive''siùy sLudents was assigned to a condition whereby the experimenter
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conLrolled unavoidable shock administraLion to them. A second ,qroup of

students was allowed to control the unar¡oidable shock them.selves" Question-

naire data revealed that subjecLs preferred to control the shock Lhemselrres,

thereby making t,he shock predicLabJ-e, and that they found this sltuation

less an:ciety-arousing than when the experimenter controlled the shock. The

authors concluded lhat this data supported the hypothesi-s that predict-

ability is preferable to and less anxiety-arousing than unpredictability.

0neotherinteresLingresultofthisstudydeservesmention.Itwasfound

that over time, predictability became more anxiety-arousing and undesirable

while unpredictability became more desirable and less anxiety-arousÍng. The

author hypothesi-zed that complete predietability is more desirabl-e in a

novel sj-tuation where there is more threat while some degree of uncertainty

j-s desirabl-e in repetitive and less threatening situations. Epstein (l9'13)

has adequately summarized the situa.tion of predictability-unpredictability

(expecLan""' *t:;*rÏ.", 

is a double-edged sword. As
an individual expands his awareness of
poLential danger, he is made more anxious,
but, by doing so, he becomes less suscep-
tible to bein.g taken by surprJ-se and over-
whel-med by anxi-ety (p, I).',

Lockard (L965) studied preference for signatled or unsignal-Ied

shock in an unavoidable (trelptess) shock situation. Again using a two-

compartment shuttlebox, Lockard gave rats the choice of a five second, one-

half second, zero second or random warning signaì- prior to inescapable

shock. The results indicated that rats preferred a five second or one-half

second situaLion to a random or no CS situaLion. This study demonsLrates

furLher support for lhe hypot,hesis Lhat raLs prefer predictable aversive
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stimulation in situations where such sLimulation is unavoidable.

One final human study lends further credence to this hypothesis.

Badia, Suter and Lewis (f967) examined whether organisms ,tprefer information

abouL an aversive event that is u¡cerLain, inescapable and unavoidable (p. 27I).',

This, and the other studies concerned with preference for predictable aver-

sive situation, are based on the theory that warning signals (CSts) make the

environment more predictable and allow the orqanism to make some prepartory

response to mininize Lhe impending aversive stimulation (perkins, l75j).

Badiars et aI. results were consistent with the other research in this

area (Glass, Singer and Friedman, tg69i Glass, Riem and Singer, lgZI) in

that most subjects preferred signalled to unsignalled shock.

The hypot,hesis that organisms r:eliab1y prefer signalled shock has

been well documented. The reasons for this preference i-nvolve investigations

of the behavioural and physioloqical effects of unpredictable shocks. The

research indicates that this may well be the basis for the stronq preference

effect.

Azrin (WSe) examined the effects of predictable or unpredictabJ-e

shock on consummatory behaviour in the pigeon. Pigeons that had been trained

to peck a key for food were shocked either in a predictable sequence (shock

del-ivered on an FI schedule) or in an unpredictabJ-e sequence (shock delivered

on a VI schedule). The dependent measure was suppression of key-pecking for

food within each of lhese shock schedules. The results shov¡ed that VI shocks

resulled in greaLer behavi-oural- suppression than did FI shocks. These resulLs

demonsLrate Lhat unpredictable shocks resul-Ls in more fear than did predict,able

shocks. That suppression of appetitive respondi-ng is an index of fear has
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been well supported (Brady and Hunt, l955; Stenitt, L962; Sterritt and

Shemberg, L963). Brimer and Kamin (1963) reported similar results using

rats as subjects and suppression of bar-pressing for food as an index of

fear.

Measures of gastric ulceration indicate that unpredicLable shock

results in greater pathological damage than predictable shock. As men-

ti-oned earlier, Sawrey (19ó1) adninistered buzzer and light CSrs to two

groups of rats. For one group, the light was always fol-lowed by shock.

For the second group, half the light presentations and half lhe shock pre-

sentations were followed by shock. These groups can be seen as receiving

predictable and unpredictable shock respectively. The results confirmed

the hypothesis, showing that the unpredictable group developed significantly
more urce'"'n'l,lï"ï:"::;"ï.::"î,"".,ï;ir::;:*'"''

versus rnon-predictabilityr is the
inportant variabl-e (p. 348)."

More recently, lfeiss (fge8) adnrinistered si_gnalled or unsignalled

shock to rats Lhrough fixed tail electrodes (tn/eiss, L967), for a per.iod of

19 hours. The results provided a striking demonstration of the potency of

the predictable-unpredictabl-e variabl-e. The unpredictable shock group

developed a mean of 6.6 ulcers with a group incidence of LOOIØ ; the predict-

able shock group developed a mean of 1.2 ulcers wiLh an incidence,ot 67%

in this group; while a no shock control- group showed a mean of .4 ulcers with

a 25"Ã ulcer incidence. The l-esions in the no shock group were presumably due

to the 19 hours of restraint. AlLhouqh Weissts resul-Ls may have been

j-nfluenced by the variabl-e of resLraint (as indicat,ed by some ul-cer
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development in the control group) or by the variable of shock (3.5 
^iffi.*-

peres ror 2 """ï.:':"",rr"":T:::":t"lo""r-""rs 
indicate

that conceptions of stress must not under-
estimate the importance of psychological
variables, since such variables can be even
more important than the presence or absence
of the physical stressor (p.264)."

The present writer feels that this concl-usion should be qualified to state

that psychological- variables do contribute to stress disorders but to date,

this has only been tentalivel-y demonstrated. V'Ieissrs concl-usion seems

premature especially in that his data was probably influenced by restraint,

certainJ-y an ul-cerogenic variable by ifself (CauI and Buchanan, L97Z) and

by the very high shock intensity used, again having been shou¡n to conLribute

signi-fi-cantly to ulceration (iawrey and Saw"rey, L968; Sawrey, 1961).

Slmilar results were obtained by Seligman (fç¿g) using response

suppression as wel-l as ulceralion as indices of the effects of unpredictable

shock. Seligman's data reveal-ed that t,he unpredictable group of rats devel-

oped a mean of 9.1 ul-cers with an incidence of 75% whrre no rats in the

predictable shock group developed ulcers. The behavj-oural data revealed that

response suppression vras greater in the unpredictably shocked ani¡na1s in al-}

phases of the study. seligman proposed a 'rsafety-signalr hypothesis to

account for the adverse effects of unpredictable shock. He stated that when

a given stimulus reJ-iabì-y signals or predicts shock, then Lhe absence of this

stimulus preclicts with the same reliability, the absence of shock, resulting

in a safe situation. This hypot,hesis assumes ùhaf the organism learns which

stimuli come to elicit fear - not .just the whoLe experimenLal chamber but
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the specific CS for shoek. In the absence of thj-s stimulus, fear is inhibited

and norrnal appetitive responding wiII occur, while in fts presence, fear wiLl

be presenL and response suppression occurs. when, however, there is no

reliable signal for shock, Lhere can be no reliable signal for safety. There-

fore, the animal has no predicLable rtsafetr period and thus remains in chronic

fear. rf it is assumed, as seligman did, that suppression of appetitive

responding and the presence of stomach ul-cers are indices of fear, then the

safety-signal hypothesis appears tenable aL the present time.

Selignan and Meyer (1970) provided furLher support for the safety-

signal hypothesis. In this study the persisùence of the response suppressi-on

effect was exarnined. In addition, the varj-ab1e of shock intensity was in-

vestigated j-n order to test, for the exisLence of a correlation between degree

of fear produced and amount of stomach pathology. Rats were divided into the

foJ-Iowing groups: High shock-predictable; low shock-predictable, high shock-

unpredictable and low shock-unprediclable. AIt subjects were tested for 50

¡n-lnutes per day for 70 consecutive days. With respect to the first question,

the results showed that groups of rats receiving unpredicLabl-e shock suppressed

üheir response raLes and never recovered to more Lhan 30% of their pre-shock

rate. Seligman et al. concluded that rrchronic fear is not transitory when

safety is truJ-y unpredictable (p. 302)." The relationship between the be-

havioural- measure of fear (response suppressJ-on) and the physiological measure

of fear (gastric pathol-og¡) revealed a high degree of association. Gastr.ic

pathology was divided into four categories: stomach ulcers, rough mucosal

erosions without visible clolting, intesLinaì- ulce::s, and total gastric

paùhoJ-ogy (resuJ-ting from the sum of the firsL three caLegories). Significanf
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correlations were found for all four classes of physiological damage. The

correlations between total- gastric damage anrJ response suppression was .71*,

thereby accounLing for over 50% of the variance in tlús dependent measure.

This can be considered a highty significant result (Vauqhan and Co:.ballis,

f969). Seligman et aI. concluded that rta hypothesis which holds thaL an

organismts fear in a dangerous situation can be determined by predictability

of safeLy was confirmed by boLh behavioural and physiological indexes of

fear (p. 2O7) ,,'

l,'Ieiss (1970) presenl,ed a lengthy series of studies coneerned with

the effects of predictable and unpredictable shock, a preliminary report of

which was previously discussed (Weiss, 1968). The critical point of thÍs

series of studies is that Weiss held the physical conditions constant (shock,

restraint etc.) but vari-ed the psychological conditions (pr:ediclability) and

in this way, produced differences in physiological stress reactions. l{eiss

noted ùhat the conflicting results in the area of predictable o:: unprediclable

shock may have been due to the fact that the studies used a grid floor to

del-iver shock to the animals. He noted that with a grid floo:-, the rat can

respond to various vùays to reduce the intensity of the shock and can even

avoid the shock by jumping off the grid. Thus a fixed tail electrode

(Weiss, L967) was used Lo deli-ver shock in these studies. Vüith t,his method,

any differences in the amounL of shock received by each rat v¡ere eliminaLed.

As noted in l{eissts 1968 sbudy, rats receiving unpredictabl-e anci inescapable

shock developed much more ulceraLion than raLs receiving either predictable

shock or no shock. In this study, Vrleiss also measured body temperaLure

changes and plasma corticosteroj-d Ier¡els, an indicant, of adrenal acLivity
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and a primary stress response (Selye, I95O). The results again indicated

that the unpredict,ably shocked raLs had significantly elevated body

temperatures and plasma corticosterone levels, bofh indicatinq that ùhe

stress of these aninals was greater Lhan that of t,he predictabl-e group.

Two further e>çeriments in this series by !'Ieiss revealed thaL unpredictably

shocked rats lost significantl-y more body wei.ght than raLs receiving eÍther
predictable shock or no shock. This result was found in both resLrained

and free-moving rats, negating the role of restraint in contributing to
the weight 1oss. V{eiss conc}uded that the effects of the same physical

süressor can be altered by psycholoqical- variables such as predictability.
He also stated that certain stress responses, for example stomach uJ-ceration,

may be more affected by psychological- than by physical parameters since in
his studies, the predictabty shocked rats differed. very litt1e from the

non-shocked subject,s.

A recent study by Caul, Buchanan and Hays (tglZ) confirmed WeÍssrs

resulLs. Ulceration was most seve're j-n rats receivinq unpredictable shock.

A further physiological- measure rrsed in this study, that of heart-raLe, failed
to differentiate between predictably and unpredictably shocked rats. Based

on their ulceraLion data, however, Lhe authors concluded t,hat t,heir results
demonstrafed the 'tpoLency of unpredictability as a stressor (p. 62r)."

In a series of three studies, Weiss (f97fa, IgTl]b; I9Z1c) com_

bined the helpless-control and fhe predictable-unpredictable dimensions

and exarnined Lheir effecLs on gasLric patholoSy in the rat. Out of these

experiments arose a Lheory Lo accounL for the data which indicates thal
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animal-s which have control over noxious stimul-ation develop less ulceraLion

than do helpless animals. The outl-ine of V'Ieissts first study (Weiss, ;gTIa)

is shown in TabIe I.I. Predictability was varied by presenting rats with

either a beep (signai- group), a sefies of tones increasing in intensiLy

forlowed by a beep (progressive si-gnar- group), or no tone or beep (no signal
group) prior ùo shock. control was varied as in a previous study (rdeiss, t9ér8)

by having an avoidance-escape group which could respond to avoid shock, a

he]-pless yoked group which received every shock that the avoidance-escape

group received bul which could not respond to avoid it, and a non-shocked

control group. The results showed that within all three signal conditions,

the avoidance-escape rats (control over the si-tuaLion) deveì-oped less ulcera-

tion than the yoked rats (heì-pless), thus providing furt,her support for
SeJ-igmants helpless-control hypothesis. Within warninq signal conditions,

it was found that avoidance-escape subjects developed more ulceration in the

no signaJ- (unprerlictable) condition than in either the signal or progressive

signal (predictable) conditions. A similar pattern of results occurred for
the yoked (hel-pIess) animals as well-. Thus, supporL for the predicLable-

unpredictable dimension was also demonstrated. Weiss concluded hís discussion

of these results by stating that:
ttthe psyehologicaì_ characLeristics of the. stressful situat,ion - the predictability,
avoidability, and escapability of shock -prirnarily deLermined how pathological the
stress situation was, not whether the ani-
rna] was exposed to the stressor ('r,leiss,
1768, p. B)."

Thi-s conclusion is not inconsistenL with fhaf of I¿zarus (Lg66) who, after
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TABLE 1.]-

OUTLINE OF EPERI},IDNTAL TREATMENTS AND THE
NUMBER OF SURIECTS PER GROUP IN WEISSTS 197ta STUDY

Condition/Group Avoidance- yoked Non-Shock
Escape

Signal

Progressive
Signal

No Signal

20 20

20 20

20 20

20

20
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reviewing the liLeraLu-e dealing with the conLrol-helpless dimension in

human subjects, stated that 'rpredictable punishment is less threatening

than predictabl-e punishment. In the fo.mer the individual knows when to

expecL the harm even if he can do l-ittle about it. Such expecLation affords

a modicum of psychological conLrol over the situation (p, IOO).tr Vùelss

(f9Zfa) then proposed a theory to explain how control- over a situation

(coping responses) affect ulcer developrnent, He began by noting that stress-

induced ulceration was a function of (a) the number of copinq responses an

organism makes and (U) tne amount of relevant feedback resulting from these

responses. By coping responses, Weiss means any response which an organism

emits which serves to reduce or Itcoperr with the aversive stimulation. In a

controllable situation (èoE.t a Sidman avoidance paradigm), lever presses

would be the coping responses. In a helpless situation, coping responses

would include jumping, crouchi-ng, freezing and any overt movements which

might serve to reduce the shock stimulation. B¡r relevant feedback, tr{eiss

means stimuli which are not associated with the stressor. The feedback

produced by a response can be considered as the consenuence of t,hat response.

If a response decreases or el-iminates aversive stimulation, it is termed

relevant feedback. If a response does not alter the aversive stimulation,

then the feedback resulting from such a response is termed irrelevant

since l-ittle information is gained by the organism with respecL to the

effecL of the response on the subsequent aversive stimulaLion. For example,

if a response Lerminates Lhe beep just prior to shoeks, iL results in t,he

absence of any. noise. Once Lhe stimulus of silence is not associated wit,h

shock (the stressor), the feedback from the response which produced sllence
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and terrnint¿"ã the beep would be termed relevant feedback. I¡/ei-ssts two

postulaLe theory rests on these assumpti-ons. The first postulate states

that ul-ceration increases directly as the number of coping responses in-
creases. Since the number of responses is intinately connected with their
consequences in terms of feedback, the second postulate states that ulcera-

tion decreases directly as the amount of appropriate feedback from cöping

responses increases. A schematic view of this theory is shov¡n in Figure

1.3. It can be seen from the di-agram that given the number of coping responses

ernitted and the amount of feedback that these responses pr-oduce, the amount

of ulceration can be pr:edicted. l¡,Ieiss (fçZfa) applied his data to this
scheme, and the predictions obtained agreed w'ith the observed data.

lfeissrs data provides an excellent integration of Seligmanrs two

dimensions arong which psychologicar variables involved in urceration can

be classified and helps explain

Itwhy anÍrnals which have control over a
stressor generally ulcerate less than
do helpless animals: Animal_s which
have conùroI generally receive a con-
si-derably greater amount of relevant
feedback for their coping at,tempts
than do helpless animal-s. Thus the
value of control- for aneliorating
ulcerogenic stress is said to lie
essential-ly in the abiliLy to produce
relevant feedback from responses (p. 1l).tt

The nexb stud.y i-n fhis series (h¡eiss, IgZIb) demonstrated that

decreasing the amount of feedback in a normally relevant-feedback-producing

situation, could produce severe ulceration in animals which have control

over a situation. It should be noted that this situation is similar to
ùhe resulùs obLained by Brady (1958) with the rtexecutiven monkeys. These
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FIGURE I.3



.!ùeiséts (t97ta) theory in schematic form. Given
the number of responses (A) and the amount of
relevant feedback'from these responses (g), the
amount of uleeration (C) can be predicted.





seemingly discrepant results can now be inåorporated inLo the theorj-es of

seliqman (197I) and Wei-ss (lrç7la). One part of Weissts theory holds that

ulceration increases as the amount of relevant feedback decreases. Relevant

feedback in yoked rrhelpless'r animal-s is zero and thus they ulcerate more Lhan

do animals with control over shock. ff a siLuation could be created in which

rel-evant feedback from respcnding could be decreased below zero, into the

negative range, then lüeissts theory would predict that, despiLe being able to

respond, ani-mål-s in an aversive feedback situation would exhibil more ulcera-

tion than animals in a helpless but zero feedback condition. Weiss (fçZfU)

created this situation by punishing coping ¡esponses with shock" That is,
j-nstead of responses producing stimuli not associated with shoek, coping

responses now produced shock and hence an aversive feedback situation.

Three groups of animars; an avoidance-eseape group (control over the

situation), a yoked contror group (hel-press), and a non-shocked control

group, were tesùed for a period of 48 hours. The first, 24 hours of the

session fol-l-owed the usual procedure - responses of the avoidance-escape

group postponed or terminated shock while responses of the yoked group were

ineffectual-. However, during the second 24 hours of Lhe session, a brief
shock was delivered to the avoidance-escape subjects each ti-me t,hey emitted

a responser thereby resulting in an abrupt diminution of feedback i¡rto the

negative ran,ge' Gastric ul-ceration data was consistent wifh the predic-

tions of the theory. Âvoidance-escape rats, allhough in control of the

situation, deveJ-oped significantly more ulcers than did yoked nhelplessrr

rats. Thus feedback and its relevance urere shov¡n to be important variables

involved in lhe production of experimental ulcel:s.
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l¡rleiss (fgZfc) varied feedback in the opposite direction. Since

the previous sLudy had shown lhat decreasing Lhe amount of feedback resulLed

in increased ulceration, increasinq Lhe amount of feedback should decrease

or even eriminate ul-ceration, as woul-d be predicted from weissts (rg7ta)

theory" In this study, Weiss used an unsignalled (unpredictable) shock

situation since it had been shown to produce a reliably high degree of

ulcerat,ion (t,ieiss, rg?ra) and it wourd therefore be a good index against

which to measure the effects of increased feedback from responding. Since

ulceration in the unpredictabl-e shock situation presumably resulted fr"om

the ani¡nalsr emi-Lting a Ìarge number of low feedback responses, lrleJ-ss

deduced that one way to decrease ul-ceraLion would be to increase the amount

of feedback. According to the theory, if feedback from responses is high,

then regardless of how many responses are emitted, ulceration will noù

develop. lrleiss therefore introduced a feedback stinulus into the unprediet-

abl-e shock situati-on. This stimul-us was a five second tone which foll-ov¡ed

each escape or avoidance response emitted by the animaf. This sti-¡nulus was

a source of feedback because the response-shock interval used was 2OO seconds,

and Lherefore, the occurrence of a five second tone following each response

signalled a 'rsafert period of aL leasL I95 seconds. In other words, following

a Lone, a shock coul-d not occur for a ninimum of I95 second.s. For one group

of rats, the feedback stimulus was present, (hlsl', feedback group) while for

a second group of raLs iL was ommitted (Iow feedback group). yoked and

non-shocked control animals were also included in the study which lasfed 48

hours. The resulLs provided confirmation of the predicLions arising from

l¡Ieissrs theory. Ul-ceration data reveal-ed lhat the animal-s receiving the
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feedback stimulus in the oLherwise unsiqnalled shock situation, ulceraLed

littl-e more Lhan non-shocked conLrols and significantly less than the

animals receiving Lhe same unsignalled shock but without the feedback sLimulus.

Weiss noted that "it is apparent that the feedback stimulus produced a larqe

reducLion in stomach ulceration (p" 25)"" Interpreting these resulLs j-n

light of his theory, lrleiss stated that when relevant feedback is high

(feedback signal present) ulceration wil-I be low si-nce increased. responding

will not affect ulceration. Conversely, when the amount of relevant feedback

is low (feedback signal absent) ul-ceration will increase as does responding.

FinaÌIy l,Ieiss exbended his theory to account for Bradyrs (1958)

trexecutiverr monkey results which previously had been ine>çlicable. Citing

the common criticism of the Brady study, Vfeiss noted that those monkeys

assigned to be rrexecutivestr were chosen on the basis of a pre-test for

Sidnan avoidance response rate. Those monkeys with ùhe fastest acquisi-tion

and highest response rate became thertexecutj-vesrt. According to l{eissfs

theory, ul-ceration is a frinction of the number of responses ernitted and

thus, Lhe rtexecuLiverr monkeys were more l-ikely to ulcerate than the yoked

controls even before the experi-menL began. In addition, the rrexecutivert

monkeys were placed into an unsignalled (SiAman) avoidance situation - a

situalion which in itself is ulcerogenic due to the l-ow relevant feedback

resuJ-ting from coping responses rnade. Weiss concluded that:

'rThe executive monkeys, therefore, were
high-rate responders placed into a low
feedback condj-tion, which is just the
combination of circumstances that the
theory states will produce severe ulcera-
tion (p. 29).,,
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Alt'hough only tentaLively demonstrated, il is evidenL that the

role of psychoJ-ogical variables involved i-n experimental, ulceration cannoü

be ignored. I¿ is also evidenL that more research is being direcLed toward

their study. The fact Lhat theori-es concerning the role of psychological

facLors invol-ved in specific psychosomat,ic disease states (ul-ceration) are

being advanced indicates, to the present author, that a position of impor-

Lance has finally been given to such factors.

L.2 Prevention of and Recovery from Experimental ulceration

As can be seen frorn the previous review, most research has con-

centrated on parameters relevant to the production of ulceration" Little

research has focused on the recovery from or prevention of e>çerimental

ulceration.

MahI (f949) first mentioned one aspect of recovery but did not

recognize or study it as such. He noted that when his subjects (Oogs) were

removed from the chronic fear situation, their gastric acidity l-evels re-

turned to the 'rnormalrf pre-treatment baseline level. Although this obser-

vation rnras noLed as earJ-y as 1949 by Mahl, the recovery factor peì: se i^ras

not studled until ]960 when Brodie and Hanson investigated the time course

of recovery from restraint-induced ulceration. These authors noted that

24 hours of restraint stress produced ulceraLion inrearly aII animals

studied. 
.Fol-l-owinq 

this procedure, animals were sacrificed at 12 hour

intervars and urcer incidence recorded. rt was found LhaL 72 hours were

required for complete recovery. Brodie and Hanson aLso stated Lhat food

deprivation prolonged healinq time while access to food during recovery
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advanced the healing process. IL should be noted that restraint ulcers

appear only in the glandular portion of the ratts stomach while food-

deprivation ulcers usually appear in the rumen. This, in it,sel_f suggests

a different ulcer etiology in the two porLions of the raL stomach, and that

perhaps the criti-cal variable is not food deprivation but some other para-

meter. This point will be discussed later.

McFee, Stone, Goodale, Bernstein and Wangensteen (I96j) used

gastric freezing to prevent food deprivation and cold stress ul-eers in the

rat.. Their results showed that the freezing procedure afforded the rumen

good protection against these ordinarily ulcerogenic agents, although the

freezing technique itself produced a high mortality rate. The researchers

concluded that freezing was a good method by which to prevent rumenaÌ

ulceration.

Mikhail- (L972) investigaùed the effects of the psychological

variable of conditoned fear on the recovery from experimental ulceration.

Ulceration was first produced by the restraint method, then Lhe rats were

exposed to the conditioned fear durinq recovery from t,hese lesions. Rats

Ï¡ere sacrificed at various time periods during 87 hours of recovery to

assess the effects of fear on the healing process - a technique similar to

that of Brodie and Hanson (f_9ó0)" It was found that continuous or inter-
mittenL fear did noL retard ùhe healing of restrainL-induced glanduì-ar

ul-cers but appeared to initiate rumenal ulcers. Thus, the study ol recovery

from ulceration led lo Lhe serendipitous findinq that a singì-e treatmenL

could be both ulcerogenic and non-ulcerosenic. This led Mikhail to suggesL

that 'rrumen and corpus urceration have different etioì-ogies (p. lr9).',
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MikhaÍl- noLed that the vari-able of food deprívation seemed to be the one

involved i-n rumenal ulceraLion. He cited several sLudies which used t,he

conflict procedure lo induce ulcers (Sawrey, Conger, and Turrell, L95B;

Ader, Tatum and Beel-s, L96O; Weisz, 1957) and noted that the rumenal ulcera-

tion resulting from these trpsycholoqica|t variables was probably due to the

effects of food deprivation since it has been shown that exposure to shock

decreases food intake (SterríLL, 1962; Sterritt and Shemberg, 1963) and

since Ader et ar. (1957) reported that the confl-ict-exposed raùs ate

significa"'" 

ï: ï:"::";ï:";"":::::" "î:.::"''flict and conditioned anxiety exert
their uì-cerogeni-c effects partly through
reduction of the animal-ts food intake
and partly through direct physical damage
by shock (p. 120)."

The study by Mikhaif (1972) supports the hypothesis of different
ulcer etiologies in Lhe two portions of the ratts stomach. This study can

also be seen as demonstratine that food deprivation per se is an important

ulcerogenic variable, a finding which had been noted by other researchers

(nobert and Nezamis, 1958a, b). This aspect of gastric ulcerogenesis was

further qualified by Mikhail and Hirschbere QglZ). This study found thal

starvation-induced rumenal ulceration eould be significantly reduced by the

addition of non-nuLritive bulk during the food-depri-vation period. This

suggested that not food-deprivalion per se but the absence of bulk may be

the important varj-abLe in the producLion of rumenal ulceration. One group

of rats was fed a diet of liquid sucrose for six days, while a second group

was fed solid granuì-ar sil-ica and meLhyl-cellulose (non-nutriLive bulk) for

the same period. T\nro oLher kinds of non-nutriLive solid diels were also
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used to Lest Lhe generality of the preventative effects of solid bulk. It

was found that both ulcer incidence and severity were significantly lower

in Lhe groups receivinq solid dieLs Lhan in the liquid diet group. Thus,

sol-id bulk appeared to reduce food depri-vation ulcers. The authors con-

cluded that the physical properLies of food (liquid or solid) were as

sienificant as chemical and nulritional factors involved in gastric ulcero-

genesis.

Glavin (tglZ) exLended the }4ikhail- and Hirschberg findings to a

different stressor" condition. Restraint and cold (Levine and Senay, 1967)

preceeded by a three day diet of liquid sucrose were used for the simu]-

taneous production of both rumenal and glandular ulceration in rats. The

effects of J-iquid or solid diets as they affected recovery frorn thj-s ulcera-

tion were assessed. It was found that the presence of the non-nutritive

bul-k significantJ-y enhanced recovery while the liquid diet delayed healing.

Thus the presence of non-nutriLive bulk appears to be critical in the

i-nitiation and prevenlion of experimenlal- ulceration. This hypothesis

received supporL from the clinical observations of Tournet (1969) who noted

that rumenal ulceration in domestic animals appeared to be a function of

lack of bulk in the diet (cited by Mikhail and Hirschberg, L972).

Mikhail and Gl-avin (L972) tesled the preventaLive effects of

bulk on pylorous-ligaLed rats (Sun and Chen, fgéf). It should be noted lhat

this technique is extremely stressful, producing a LOO'I severe rumenaÌ ulcer

incidence after only 16 hours of J-igation. As such, it provided a demanding

test of the preventative acl,ion ol non-nutritive bulk. One groups of rats

was food depr:ived for 48 hours prior to ligation. A second group was food
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deprirred buL allowed access to non-nutritive bulk for Lhe same Lirne period.

AII a¡imars were then pylorous ligated for a period of 1ó hours, after
which they were sacrj-ficed and assessed for stomach pathology. It was found

that the non-nutrítive bulk signifieantl-y reduced the effects of this severe

ulcerogenic procedure. Thus the preventative action of bul-k seems to be

well substantiated across several- paradigms rangin.g from mildly to severeJ-y

stressful-.

L"3 Overview of the Analomy and Physiorogy of the Rat stomach

Before discussing the meLhod used in the present study and in
order to clarify subsequent discussion of the results, a brief oveririew of

the st,ructure and function of the rat stomach and upper gastrointestinal

tract is qiven here. The discussion wirr center around Fi-gure 1.4 which

illustrat,es the internal and external views of the rat stomach in the normal-

or non-pathological- state.

The two major divi-sions of Lhe rat sromach are the upper two-

fifths cal-l-ed the rumen and l-ower three-fifths called the body or gtandular

portion. The rumen is the non-secretory portion of the sLomach which is

lighter in color and thinner than the body. It is covered with epithelial
or structural- cells and iLs function is thought to be that of food storage

prior to the actual digestive process (Ber,q, 1942). The ulcers which appear

in Lhe rumen are those usually resulting from sLarvaLion, mainLenance on a

diet, of liquid sucrose and pylorous J_igation.

SeparaLed from the rumen by the raised while Lransverse ridge is

the body of the stomach. This is the glandul-ar or secretory portion of

the stonlach which Shay, Komarov, FeIs, Meranze, GruensLein and Siplet (1945)
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Internal and external views of the rat sLomach
showing the major anatomical subdirrisi-ons.
(From Shay et al., 1945).





believe to be anatomically and functionatly analogous Lo the body of the

human stomach" It is darker in color and covered in ìarge folds which con-

tain parietal, chief and mucin-producing cells which secrete hydrochloric

acid, pepsin and mucous respectivei-y. some researchers (Jackson and

Thompson, I97l-) dirride the body into the corpus and antrum on the basis of

the type of lining and glandul-ar activity; however, for the purposes of

this discusslon, the body of the sLomach will be considered as a whole.

The ulcers which usual-Iy develop in the body are those resulting from

restraint, cold stress, shock and various pharnacological agents (u.g.,

phenylbutazone) ,

Boyd ( L97O) has clarified the ter¡ns used to describe ulcers which

forrn in the gastroinLestinaL lract of both animals and humans. According

to Boyd, ul-cers which appear in the stomach itself are called qastric ulcers,

and those which appear in the duodenum are called duodenal ulcers. Both

these types of ul-cers have been looseJ-y referned. to as peplic uleers. This

may be due to the fact thaL the stomach and duodenum are above the more

alkaline bile and pancreatic juice so that both are exposed to the more

acidic gastric juice, and thus gastric ancl duodenal- ulcers would seem to

have a comnon causative agent. Boyd states, however, that gastric and

duodenal ulcers differ in their hereditary characLerj-stics, s¡rmptoms, and

amounü of acid secretiotr involved and as such, should be considered

separat,ely,

The process of digestion involves the action of acj-d in the

stomach. Stomach acidity has been i-mplicaled in many studies as an impor-

tant ul-cerogenic agent. Thsrefore, a brief discussion of acid secretion
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and its possible role in gastrie uleerogenesis follows,

Acid secretion in the stomach is both neurally and hormonally

controlleO (noyo, 1970). Neural control of acid secretion is achieved vla

the parasympathetic vagus nerve which U-berates acetylchoU-ne in the stomach.

The acetylcholine stimulates histarnine release which, in turn, results in
increased hydrochloric acid secretion. The hormonar contror of stomach

acidity can be affected by emotional disorders. Gellhorn and Loofbourow

(L963) noted that emotional stress ean act via the hypothalamus which

stimulates the anterior pituitary by means of a corticotropin releasing

factor" This causes the anterior pituitar:y to rele¿se adrenocorticotrophie

horome (nCru) which stimulates the adrenal cortex. The corti"o:-á" of the

adrenal glands act on parietal and chief cells in the stomach and cause their
respective secretions of hydrochloric acid and pepsin to increase.

It is thought (Boyd, f9Z0) that gastric lesions are formed due

to the increased acid and pepsi-n secretions which destroy the protective

mucous lining of the stomach. The protective influence of the mucosa,

often called mucosal competence or resistance is thoughL to be related to
blood circul-ation (Boyd, 19?0). The resistance of the mucosa is increased

or decreased as a function of the action of the gastric acidity. r¡rlhen

mucosal resistance is low, the stomach surface is exposed and becomes

vulnerable to the action of the aci-ds present. Fígure 1.5 illuslrates the

hormonal- pathway Lhrough which emotional stress can affect the gastro-

intestinal sysLem.

If is evident that physiological function in general and gastro-

intestj-nar funcLion in particul-ar cannoL be considered apart from
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Hormonal pathway by which emotional stress
influences gastric secretory activity.
(From Harrison èt aI. ' L966) 
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:'::ï,r" 
"o,,no,n*board of the emoLions, Ðd when one con-

siders the bombardment it suffers from
neurogenic, secretory, and hormonal sti-muli,
not to mention exogenous irritants of every
sort and description, ühe wonder is that
anyone has a healthy digestion. (p. 798),u

1.4 Statenent of the Purpose of the Study

The main purpose of the present study was to investigafe acidity 
ì:

changes in the rumen over the temporal- course of the development of rumenal :

ulceration. As a result, it was felt that some information could be gained

as to why mmenai ulceration takes from three to five days to develop. The

effects of a predic.table or unpredictable but inescapable shock situation on

rumenal acidity were assessed in order to e:çamine the role of acid in the

development of rumenal- ulceration.

Ïn addition to the main purpose, the study will attempt to deal
..

with Lhe following problems:

(") To investigate Lhe existence of a correlation 
,

between acidity and ulceration in the rumenal 
,

portion of the stomach
.

(b) To study ulcer: developmenL in both portions of

the rat sLomach by means of separate acidity
:

measures, and thereby investigate the sugqestion :i.

:t

of MikhaiL (L972), that ulcers in the two portions

of the raL stomach may have different etiologies.
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(") To assess the effects of the physical property of

food (liquid or solid) on ulceration and to con-

firm the apparenLly protective effect of solid

bulk in a situation which has been shown to be

highly ulcerogeni-c (Uit<hail and Hirschberg, Lg?Z) 
"
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CHAPTER II

MIJTHOD

2.I SubjecLs

The subjects were 16ti nrale albino rats of the trrJistar strain

obtained from Canadian Breeding Farms, Montreal, Canada. The animals

were 65-70 days of age at t,he starL of the experilent. The mean weighù

of the animars was l-80 gr (s.D. - Il gr). Each aninarwas randomry

assigned Lo a treatment condition.

Table 2.I presents an outline of the number of subjects in each

of the experimental and control conditions. The four experi-mental groups

consisted of: liquid diet + predictable shock, liquid diet + unpredictable

shock, sol-id diet + predietable shock, and sol-id diet + unpredictable

shock. The control groups consisted of: llquid diet + no shock and solid

diet + no shock. In addition, a group of 2t+ no shock + ad lib diet contr.ol-

subjects was included. llach experirnentaÌ and contr"ol gr.oup eonsisLed of

eight subjects and each group was replicated after 48, J2, and 96 hours of

treatment with diet and shock.

2.2 ApparaLus

CondiLioning cages of three sides of stainless steel and a plexi-
glass front were emproyed. Each of the 20 cages measured 22.5 xr5,5 x

22.5 cn. The floor of each cage consisted of an elecLrifiecl grid of metal

bars ,25 cm in diameter and placed 1.5 cm apart, throuqh which a shock of

2.5 ma. and .5 sec. was administered (Fie. 2.1 and 2.2). llach cage was

covered with a sheet of rnilk glass Lhrouqh which a lighf siqnal (CS) was
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TABLE 2 
" 
].

OUTL]NE OF BXPERIMENTAL GROUPS AND TR¡]ATMENTS SIIOWING
T}TE NUMBBR OF SUBJI'CTS IN EACH CONDITIONìÉ

LIQUII)

I

SOLID

IPREDÏCTABI,E SHOCK

UNPREDICTABLE SHOCK

NO SHOCK

-)(-Each diet and shock group was replicated at 48, J2, and 96 hr. of
treatment.

II
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FIqleEÐ 2.1 AND 2.2
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Figure 2.1 Top view of a conditioning cage used for the
conditioned fear treatment. On the floor of
the eage can be seen the grids through which
the shock was administered. The top of a
graduated cylinder is shown at the front of
the cage. '

Front view of a eonditioning cage used for the
conditioned fear treatment. The graduated
cylinder at the front of the cage was used to
admi-nister the liquid diet. The solid diet
was j-nserted through the round hole and secured
by the two screws on either side of the hold.
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preåented. The )-ight originated from five 60 w. electric bulbs which

transmitted a light stimulus of 27 foot candles measured from the reflec-
tance of a Kodak standard, L8% grey carC held at a U:-o angle to the front
of the cage at the level of the grid floor.

The duration of the CS was l2 sec. It should be noted that CS

durati-on per se has been shown to have no effect on the acquisition of a

conditioned emotionar response (Brogden, rgi,t+t Kamin, r96j). Brogden

(1954) noted thar:

trthere is no evidence that the duration of
the CS affects either the acquisition or
the characteristies of CRrs ildependently
of the interval between the onset of the
CR and onset of the CS (p. 5?9) ""

An electronic progranmer was used i-n presenting the lights and shocks to

the ani-rnals accordi-ng to their respective schedules of predictable and

unpredictable shoek. The shock procedure of the present study is similar
to that used by Freidman and Ader (1965) who varied periodic and aperiodic

CSrs and USrs in lheir study. Periodic schedules (analogous to the pre-

dictable shock in the present study) lrere created by having the líght CS

occurring at a fixed ti¡ne interval of 15 sec. and terminating sinultaneously

with a shock US. Aperiodic schedules (analogous to the predictable shock

j-n the present study) were created by having the CS and US occur at random

time intervals, ranging from 5,5 Lo 2L.5 min. 
,

The subjects were fed sucrose in a liquid or solid form. The

J-iquid diet consisted of a 20% sucrose soLution (ZO gr sucrose/IOO rnl).

The solid diet consisted of a mixture of granular silica, methyJ-cellulose,

and sucrose. A viscous solution of methylcellulose and waLer (1 gr methyl-

cerrurose per 1@ ml) was prepared and ¡nixed with the sirica. The
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conéentration of sucrose was 20% by weight,. Methylcellulose was used

as a binding agent to form a mushy edible mixbure out of the granular

silica and sucrose. Bauer and Lehman (195f) noted that in rats, methyl-

cellulose was not absorbed from the alimentar.y tract nor hydrolyzed to

cellulose and methyl alcohol. It, should also be noted that the cherrical

composition of sucrose cannot dÍ-rectly influence the pH of the gastric

Juice believed to be involved in ulcer formation (Senay and Levi-ne, I97O) 
"

All animal-s were killed by ether overdose (Fisher Seienùifi-c

Co.)" Stonach pH measurements were determined by Fisher Sci-entific pH

paper (Cat. No. l4-837-I) having a range of 0.O to 11.0 in increments of
t

2"3 Procedure

(") E:çerinental groups

Beginning at 1000 hr. on the first day, the e>çerimental

subjects were placed individually into the eonditioning cages and

aùninistered the liquid or solid diet. The liquid sucrose was presented

in 100 mJ. graduated cylinders and the solid diet was presented in small

metal containers which were inserted through the front of the conditioning

cages. AII subjects in the solid diet condition also had aecess to liquid

sucrose ühroughout the experiment. The conditioning treatment also began

at 1@0 hr. on the fj-rst day and consisted of a l-2 sec. light CS which

terminated with the onset of a .5 sec. 2.5 ma. shock US. The predictable

shock condition was created by reinforcing IOO% of the CSts with shock,

with the time interval between CS and US pairings fixed aü five min. The

unpredictable shock condition was created by randomly reinforcing 50'Í of
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the CSrs with shock. The other 50% of the shocks and CSrs occurred.

randomly with the restriction that a shock could not occur within one

min. of a CS. The time i.ntervals between shocks were: ]-y''ln, IgZ, 96,

600, and 1tB sec. vrith an average intershock interval of 300 sec. or five
min. The total peri-od of conditioning was 22 hr, out of each 24 hr. of
the experiment, thereby allowing t,he subjeets two hr. rest for each 2l+ hr.
of conditioni-ng. During the rest period, which occumed at the same time

each day, (0800 hr. to looo hr.) aIL subjects remained in the conditioning

cages with the CS and US turned off. Liquid and solid intake was measured.

and the containers refilled as necessary. Following the end of the con-

ditioning periods, all subjects were killed by ether overdose, and thei-r

stomachs examined for ulceration according to the method of Mikhail and

Holland (L966). This procedure involved making an incision in the abdomen

to e>çose the stomach. The esophagus was ligated close to the esophago-

cardiac junction of the stomach and was then severed. The stonach was

freed from attached tissue, and the duodenum'h¡as severed approximately

three cm from the st,omach. Twenty cubic centirnetres of air were injected

through the duodenum into the stomach. The duodenum hnas then ìj-gated and

the stomach remained inflated for approximately ten min. The inflation
procedure served. to expand the stomach so that when opened, it remained

stretched. The detecting and photographing of ulcers were facilitated by

the stretching procedure. The stomach was opened by an incision along the

greater curvature and was laid on a clear plexiglass slide. A separate

strip of pH paper was touched to the rumen and to the body of the sLomach

in order to determj-ne the pH of these two portions. 1!so readings were
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taken from eaeh portion of the stomach. AII stomachs were then washed

of theÍr resi-dua1 contents and illuminated above a sheet of milkglass for

ulceration rating and photographing. Ulceration was rated on a relative

scale of O to { points from least to worst respectively (Lambert, 1968) 
"

A, rating of O indicates the absence of pathology. A rating of 1 indicates

a non-nonnal but not severely ulcerated stomach. Only one or two smal-l

ulcers are present in a sLomach which receives a I rating. A 2 rating

indicates the clear presence of a small number of ulcers while a 3 rating

is i¡rdicative of a greater number of and often breedj-ng ulcers. A. 3

rating also indicates the absence of perforation" A rating of 4 is reserved.

for the case of perforaüion in the stomach caused by a large number of severe,

bleeding ulcers.

(b) Control groups

AlI control subjecLs remained in individual cages in the colony

room of the Department of Psychology at the University of Manitoba. They

,were aùnlnistered the liquid and solid diets in containers identicel to

those of the e>çerimental subjects and in their home cages for the three

time periods used in the study. Following e>çi-ration of a given time

period, the control animals hlere killed and their stomachs examined in the

same manner as were the experimental subjects,

(c) Statistical analyses 
i

All analyses of variance, unless otherwi_se stated, were

2 x 3 x 3 factorial analyses of variance with two levels of diet (Iiquid

and sorid), three l-evers of shock (predictabre, unpredictabre, and no

shock), and three level-s of time (lntì, ?2, a.nd.96 hr.). The analyses of
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variance were used to analyze the ulceraLion and acidity data.

Individual comparisons among pH means were performed with a

two independent sample t-test. Comparisons among ulceration rating means

were cafculated with the non-parametric Mann-!{hitney U test since ratings

represent ordj-nal data. In both cases, the error rate was controlled by

Dunnrs (I9óf) technique. Essentially, this technique splits up the

significance level- of the individual comparisons to compensate for the

number of comparisons performed. Dunnrs procedure places an upper limit

on the farnilywise emor rate for the total number of comparj-sons calculated

whether orthogonal- or not. The origi¡aldlevel is split up anong the

comparisons such that the sum of the per comparison error rates is less

than or equal to the original"{Ievel (Ganes, 197I).

All correlational- analyses between ulceration and acÍ-dity,

employed Spearmanrs coefficient of rank correlation.
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CHAPTER ITT

RESULTS

3.L Rumenal pH

Mean rumenar pH over ti-rne, as a function of diet (Figure J.r)
showed that the liquid diet groups were more acidic than were the solid

diet groups at aIL three testing periods (dB, ?2, and,96 hours). This

pattern was consistent aeross all e>çerimental and control groups given

the liquid diet (Appendix 1).

Analysis of variance (Appendix 2) of rumenal pH confirrned that

the liquid diet condition resurted in signifieantly (F:54.5; dtz rrJ26,

p(001) greater acidity than the solid diet condition. The main effect

of ti¡e showed a non-significant Li¡ear trend in t,he direction of in-
creased acidity over time.

Mean rumenal pH over time, as a function of shock condition

(Figure 3.2) reveaÌed that the r.:npredictable shock groups increased in

, acidity over time, while the predictabre shock and no shock groups did

not àtart to i¡rcrease in acidity until after 72 hours of treatment. ïn-
dividual comparisons between means revealed no significant differences

vrithin shock conditions.

3.2 Glandu1ar pH

Grandul¿r pH measurements (Appendix 3) revealed a rerativery

constant mean pH of 3.5 (5.¡.=6) in all groups tested at aII tì.lne periods.

Under normal, liquid, and solid diet conditions, and i¡ a1t

shock conditions, glandular pH was more basic than rumenal pH (Appendix l).
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3.3 Rumenal ulceration

Mean rumenal ulceration orrer time as a function of diet
(Figure 3.3) revealed that little ulceration developed in the solid diet
groupsr while ulceraLj-on in the liquid diet groups increased over time.

Analysis of variance (Appendix 4) revealed that the urain effect of dj-et

was significant (F=107.52; d,f: 1rþ6, p(.OOl) indicating that the liquid

diet groups developed more ulceration at all testing periods. Ulceration

incidence data (Appendix 5) inaicated that, the pattern of increased

ulceration in the liquid diet condition was consistent across all e>çeri-

mental and control groups

No significant ùifferences in ulceration over time were found

within the solid diet groups. Comparisons of mean rumenal ulceration over

time within the liquid diet groups (Table l.ì-) revealed that ulceration

increased from 48 to 7Z hours (p(.OO3) and from48 to 96 hours (p(.003).

h¡menal ulceration as a functj-on of shock (figure J.l¡) revealed

,that the unpredictable shock condition resulted in greater ulceration than

either the predictable shock or no shock conditions. AnaÌysis of variance

(Appendix 4) confimed that the shock effect was significant (I= U.Ogi

df: 2rJ26, p(.OOf). Tab1e 3.2 presents individual comparisons of rumenal

ulceration between leve1s of shock. Ulceration was greater in the un-

predictabl-e shock group than in both the no shock group (p(.0I6) and the

predictable shock group (p(.016).

Analysis of variance (Appendix 4) revealed that ulceration in

the rumen increased significantly over ti¡ne (IL 19.93, dtz 2112ó, p(.ooL).
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TABLE 3.1

MANN-VIHITNEY U TEST COMPARISONS OF RUML]NAL ULCERATION
IN THE LIQUID DIET GROUPS BETWEEN LBVELS OF TIME

?2 hours

48 hours z= -2.92'k*

72 hours

# p(.003

96 hours

z¿ -5 "23#

z= -I.24
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TABLE 3.2

MANN-I,'IHITI.IEY U TEST COMPARISONS oF RUMENAL ULOERATION
BETI,'JEEN LEVELS OF SHOCK

Predictable
Shock

No Shock %= -O.04

Predictable
Shock

x p("016

Unpredictable
Shock

z: -2.59x

z= -2.73x
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The time x diet interaction was also significant (È 11.06; df: 2;26,
p(.001) j-ndicatj-ng that increasing the amount of Lime rnaintained on a

Iiquid dj-et resulLed in greater ulceration. Individual compar:isons between

levels of tirne (taute 3.3) showed that differences in rumenal ulceration
between 48 and 72 hours and between 4g and 96 hours were signifi_cant

(p(.003 ) .

3.1+ Glandular ulceration

No instance of glanduì:,r ulceration was observed in any subject

throughout, the entire e>çeriment"

3.5 Correlations between ulceration and pH

Significant coruelations ¡e'tween rumenal ulceration and pH

(taute 3.4) were found for arl groups except the tiquid diet * shock

groups tested aL 96 hours. F"j_gure 3.5 iflustrates the increase in acidity
and conco¡nitant, increase in uLceration over time.

These correl-ations can be e:çressed as a measure of association

between ühe independent and dependent variables; that is, the proportion

of varj-ance in the dependent measure accounted for by the independent

variable (vaughan a¡rd corbarlis, ]196?). These resul-t,s are shown in
Tab1e 3.5. Vrlithin the significant correlations, the proportion of vari-ance

accounted for by the independent variabre ranged fron 50% Lo 9g%.

Appendì:< 6 presents photographs of the sLomachs of representative

subjects within each group at each testing period.

3.6 Liquid and solid sucrose intake

Daily liquid and solid sucrose intake (Appendix J) revealed that
wit,hin each testing period, both rlquid and solid sucrose consumption

remained homogeneous for aII groups.
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TABLE 3.3

MANN-V,/HITNBY U TBST COMPARISONS 0¡- RUMENAL ULCERATION
BET|I'JEEN LEVELS OF TI¡,8

72 hours 96 hours

l¡B hours z: -2.77'xti '2: -ln,JQrkYs

72 hours z: -L.l+5

*x p(.003
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TABLE 3.4

SPEARMAN'S COEFFICIIJNT OF RANK CORRBLATION
BETI^I¡]EN RUMENAL ULCERATION AND pH FQR GROUPS

TESTED AT 48, 72, 96 HOURS*

LIQUID DIET SOLID DIET

resting Period control 
:;::;"t"ot" :il::;ot"r"or" 

unpredicrabre

48 Hours -.72)t -.73-x- -.92-x-n -.7L-x-

72 Hours -.91-*;+ -.95-;eí -.82-x- -,gg-y,x

96 Hours -.8&;ei -.5j -.55 -,71+-k

* p (.o5

;e,r p (.01

1 G.orO" not shown did not develop ulcerat,ion
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FIGURE 3.5
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TABLE 3.5

LEAST PROPORTION OF VAR]ANCB ACCOUNTBD FOR IN
THE DEPENDENT VARIABLII BY TI{}I INDEPENDBNT

vARrABr,E (upnassnD As A pr,qcarrlr) rN THB
GROUPS W]JICH DEVELOPBD RUMþ]NAL ULCERATTON

Testing Period control

LIQUTD DIET

predictable
shock

unpredictabJ_e
shock

SOLID DIET

unpredictable
shock

48 Hours

72 Hours

96 Hours

5r%

s2%

77%

53%

90ø

30ø

u%

67ø,

30%

50i¿

5t+%

e&
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CHAPTER IV

DTSCUSSTON

The findings of the present lnvestigation are discussed below 1n

the foI1ow5-ng order. First, issues rel¿ted to stomach acidity; second.,

issues related to stornach ulceration.

relative t,o the liquid diet, subiects. The pH data indicated that the liquid
diet condition resulted in a consistently acidic state in the rumen. Jn

contrast, the sol-id diet subjects displayed a consistently basic state
ln the mmen as weIL as very litt1e ulceration in this portion of the
stomach. The difference in rumenal pH as a fu4cùion of diet was highry
significant (Appendir( 2). The reduction of rumenal ulceration in sol-id

diet' subjects r,¡as also observed in previous studies (Mikhair and

Hirschbere, 1972; Glavin, rg?2; Mikhail and Glavin, rg72). rn these

studies, however, the acidity of the rumen was noü examined. The

foregoing observations suggest that the anti-ulcerogenic effect of
sorid bulk is mediated by a reduction of acidity in the rumen of the

stomach. The mechanism whereby solid bulk decreases stomach acidity
may involve pressure on the hydrochroric acid-secreting (parietar)
cells of the gast,ric mucosa. Onry tentative evidenee, however, indicates
that parietal cells respond to pressure by d.ecreasing their secretion
rates (Babkin, r950i Helander, Lg6r+; pat,t and patt, Lg6g; Jackson and

Thompson, t97I),

(2) The absence of stomach H changes as a funct,ion of shock pred-

ictabllitl. The present study revealed no

(f) fÞe lower acidi r pH) in the rumen of the solid diet rats
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rumenal or glandular pH as a function of shock predictabirfty. Rumenal

acidity in the unpredictable shock group lncreased steadily over time,
whire the predictabl-e and no shock conditions dld not produce an

increase untir after 72 hr of conditionÍ-ng. (nigure 3.2) . ït appears

that t'he variabr-e of shock predictabirity does not markedry affect
gastric acidity, although subJect,s 1n the unpredictabre shock groups

displayed a consistent,Ìy but not significantry more acidic state in
the rumen than did subJects in the other shock groups. These findings
are contrary to those of weiss (l9zo) and caur, Buchanan, and Hays (rg7z)
who found that severe grandurar urceration developed as a resurt, of
unpredictabre shock. rn the present study, glandular urceration was not
observed and glandular pH remained in a rel-atively constant basic state
regardless of treatment. The present data do, however, provide some

supporü for the view that exposure to fear-provoking situations red.uces

rather than increases stomach acidity (Ui-t<nai1, tgZZ). ft should be

noted i-n this regarcl that the rumenal pH data (Figure 3.2) indicated
that the predictable shock subjects disprayed a more basic state in
the rumen than did the non-shocked rats.

(3) 
.

The present results indicated that rumenar acidity began to increase
after the t,hird day of treatmenü in alt but the unpredictabre shock

conditions (which increased steadiJ-y over time). R s:mirar temporal
pattern in rumenaJ- acidity was observed by shay et aI.(1g45) and by
sun and chen (19óJ), art,hough different stressors were used in ühese

invesLigations. Brodie and Hanson (1"960) found. that runenal ulceration
developed after 72 ht of restraint stress. They exprained the deveropment
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of rumenal ulceration in terms of the int,ermittent süress schedul-e

used in their study, but no account was offered for the delay i_n urcer

formati-on. From the present results, it appears that the period of three

days required for aci-dity i-ncrease accounts for the deray in the

development of rumenal ulceratj_on.

Gl¿ndular pH did not significant,Iy change regardless of the treatment

condition. This finding is inconsistent with that of tüei-ss (rçzo)

but is in line with the observation (Mikharr, 1969) that conditioned

fear does not increase gastric acid secretion. r¡Ieissrs data may have

been a functi-on of shock intensity per se rather than a function of
shock predictability.

(4) The absence of treatment effects on the pH of the corpus.

(5) The consi-sten ter acidity of the rumen relative to the

The pH data revealed that, in aIl groups, the rumenal portion of ühe

stomach was consistently more acid.ic than the body. Glavin (tglz)
found similar resurts using restraint and cold stress. l{hen the pH

data from both port,i-ons of the stomach is consid.ered toget,her, these

resurts tend to support the r¡iew that, there is a dissirnilar ulcer
etÍ-orogy in the two portions of the rat stomach (srray et al. , L9L5;

Robert and Nezamis, 1958; Mikhail, l-.7TZ). The rumen and the body,

while receiving identical treatments, displayed very different acidity
states at the times of testing. These findings suggesü that acidity
may be conmon to urceraLion in both port,ions of the stomach, but that
the pattern of acidity increase and the treatment necessaïy to produce

i-t are different.
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(6) The ant,i-ulceroeeníc effect,s of solid díet. The tiquid diet
condition resulted in a süeady increase in rumenal ulceration over

time, whil-e very littl-e rumenal ul-ceration was found in any subjecüs

adninistered the solid diet. This finding provides support for those

of Mikhall and HirschberE Gg72) who found t,hat solid non-nutritive
bulk prevented starvation ulcers, and those of Mikhail and Glavin (fg1¡)
who found that solid burk significantly reduced pyrorous ligation-
induced ulceration. rt appears that, the physical properties of food

may be as important as the chemical and nutritional properties with respect

to gastric ulcerogenesis.

(Z) . No instance of glandular

ul-ceration vras observed in the present süudy, art,hough the unpred-

ictable shock condition produced the most severe rumenal ulceration.
These results are inconsj-stent with previous research investigating
the variable of predictabirity (seu-gman, rg6g; i{eiss, rg70; caul,

Buchanan, and Hays, 1972). The absence of glandul_ar ulceratÍon,

horvever, rnay be explained by the findings of senay and Levine (rçzr)
who found a correlation between ulceration and aeidity in the body of
the sto¡nach. The glandurar portlons of the stomachs in this study

displayed a consistently basic state. Thus, urceration would not be

expected to deverop since the senay and Levine study implicat,ed an

acidic state as a necessary condition for gJandul-ar ulcerogenesis. rt
may arso be argued that, conditioned fear was not an ulcerogenic

treatment. !{olf and Wo1ff (fgLT), Mahl (1949), and. Brady (I95g) found

that fear inhibifed gastri-c acidity. In fact, nelther l¡Iolf and Wo]ff

nor l,fahr found arr,y erridence of urceration in their subJect,s. Thus,
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the present resurLs support the position of Mikhair (1969) who argued
that conditioned fear is not an ulcerogenic variable regardless of the
shock intensity used. Given this research and the glandurar pH data
from the present study, it, is not surprising that ur_ceration did not
devel-op in the corpus of the stomachs in t,his investigation.

(t) 
'o"tu*ttot" 

o"t*uun ",-"^*t rt"u""aron .no or. Rumenar ulceration
and rumenal pH showed significant negative correlations in aII but, two
groups. Previous research has demonstrated the eristence of such a

correl-ati-on only in the body of the stonach (senay and Levine, rgTL).
Thus, the results of the present study extend those of senay and l,evine
to include the rumenar porüi-on of the stomach and indicate that rumenal-

ulceration is due to increased gastric acidity"
considered together, the results of this study indicate that ulceration

in the two portions. of the rat stomach has a si¡nirar et,iorory, since
increased acidity is common to both. Although acidity has been shown

to be involved in ur-ceration Ín both portions of the stomach, the
present resurts indicate that different treatments are necessary to
produce the increased acidity- that i-s, a given treatment may increase
acidit,yinoneportj-onbutnotintheother.Thismeansthata@1

acidity response in the rumen and the body may result from the same

stressor whether physical or psychoÌogical.

A common ulcerogenic factor- increased acidity- appears to be a
necessary conditj-on for urceration developmenü in both the rumen and the
body. The results of the present study read to the hypothesis that the
presence or absence of the increased. gastric acidity is determined
by t,he nat,ure of the stressor emproyed. The finding t,hat a singre
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stressor increased acidity and produced ulceratíon in the rumen but

effected no grandular ulceration or pH changes, provides support for
this hypothesis.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY

The main objective of the present sludy was to examine rumenal

pH over the knov¡n temporal course of rumenal ulceration development i-n

order to gain information into the three to five day time period necessary

for rumenal ulcerogenesis. G1andular pH and ulceration measures were also

recorded in order to test the hypothesis of different ulcer etiologies in
the two portions of the rat stomach. Shock predictability and dietary
physical property within an inescapable and unavoidabl-e shock situation
were varied in order to assess their effects on bot,h rumenal and glandular

ulceration and pH, and to test the hypothesis that solid bul-k decreases

stress-induced ulceration, while its absence enhances the development of

such ul-ceration.

The results indicated that:

l) Rumenal acidity did not begin to increase until after the

third day of treatment. Rumenal ulceration development coincided with the

acidity pattern. It was concluded that gastric acidity was responsible for
the three to five day delay in rumenal ulcerogenesis.

2) There were h-ighJ-y significant correlations between acidity
and ulceration in t,he rumen, ùhereby exLending the resul_ts of Senay and

Levine (fçZf) who found thal, acidity and ulceration correlaLed significantly
in the glandular portion of the stomach.

3) A dief of solid food resulted 1n significanLly reduced acidity
and urceration l-evers when compared to a riquid diet. This finding sup-

ported those of Mikhail_ and Hirschbere G97Z) who concluded ühat dietary
physical properti-es hlere as important as ùhe chemical ones in gastric

ulcerogenesis.
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4) The rumen and the body dld not respond unidimensionalþ

to the same stressor. very dissimilar patterns of ulceration

and acidity were found in the rumen and the body at all testing

periods. on the basis of the data which indicat,ed that the same

stressor produced a differential acidity response in each portion

of the stomach, it r,¡as concluded that the present study supported

the hypothesís of different ulcer etiologies in the rumen and Ín

the body of the rat stomach. rt appears that although urcerogenesis

in both portions of the stomach has been shown to j-nvolve increased

gastric acidity, a difference in ulcer etiolog¡ in the rumen and the

body lies in the treatment which produces the increase. support was

^bhus demonstrated for the specific rather than the general effects

of a stressoro
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APPENDIX 1

'Ru¡lenal pH Means in all Experi:nental

and Control Groups at al_l Testing periods



TI¡ß/GROUP

predictable
shock

TABI,E 1

ì'ßAN RUI{ENAL pH rN ALt EXPERT}ßNTAL AND CONTROL cRoups

48 hours

72 hours

LIQUID

unpredictable
shock

2.L

96 hours
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2.4

no

shock

2.6

predictable

shock

2.1+

L.9 1.4

SOLID

unpredictable
shock

2.7

2.3 2.O

2.6 L.2

1.9 0.9

I

no

shock

1.4 1.5

I.O 0.9



-APPENDIX 2

Summary of analysis of variance

of rumenal pH.



sut0{ARY 0F 3

RUMENAL

TABI,I] I

)c 3 ANALYS]S

TIME, DIET,

OF I/ARIANCE ON

AND SHOCK

x2
pH:

Source df MS F.

TIME

DIET

SHOCK

TIME x

TIME x

DIET x

TIIß x

WITHIN

DIET

SHOCK

SHOCK

DIBT x

CEI¿S

2

1

2

2

4

2

sHOcK 4

126

L.59

t+5.56

I.l+4

2.25

-92

"19

.L3

.81+

1.90

54.1+5-YrYñ

L.73

2.69*

1.09

.22

,16

rÉ-* p(.01

)!ç p(.05



APPENDIX 3

E:çerimental Data Showing Rumenal

and Glandu1ar pH Measurements and

Ulceratlon Ratings in alÌ Experimental-

and ControL Groups



RUI4ENAL ULCERATION
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0
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0

0
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0

o

o

o

o

0

o

o

o

0

o
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Mean: 00o
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TABI,E 2

RIßTINAL AND GLANDULAR PH I.,IEASURE¡,ENTS FOR THE SOTTD DIET CONTROL GROUPS
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body
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rumen
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TABLE 3

RUMb]NAL ULCERATION RATING.S FOR TH8 L]QUID DTBT CONTROL GROUPS

Subject/Group li8 hours 72 hours 96 ¡,o,r."

1

2
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6

7
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0

o

0
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0

I

0
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0
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0
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I

2
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1

1

t
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Subj ect/Group

.TABI,E 4

.R,UIYEIIIAL AND GLANDULAR pH I\MASURB},ilTNTS FOR TFIE LTQUID DIET CONTROL GROUPS

4.8 hours

runen body

6

7

I

o.5

3.O

o.5

o.5

o.5

o.5

o.5

o.5
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rumen body
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o.5
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4.5

3.5

4.0

3.5

3.5

3.5

96 hours

rì.rmen body

2.1+

3.O
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0.5

0.5

1.O

o.5

o.5

o.5

4.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

r,5 3.8 o.8 3.6



RUMENAL ULCI'RATION

TAtsLE 5

RATINGS I,'OR TH:I AD LIB CONTR,OL GROUPS

Subject/Group 48 hours 72 hours 96 hours

l-

2

3

l+
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6

7

I

0

0

0
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0

o

o

0

0

o
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0
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RÏIIIENAL AND GTANDUI,AR PH MEASUREMENTS FOR TTT.J AD LIB CONTROL GROUPS
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rumen body
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l+.O
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Mean:
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RUI'llINAL ULCERATION RATINGS

TABIE 7

I¡OR THE JOLID DTET PRIÌDIC]'ABLIì SHOCK GROUPS

Subject/Group 48 hours 72 hours 96 hours
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2

3

4
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6

7
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o

o

o

0

o

0

o

o

0

o

0

0

0

o

o

o

0

o

o

0

o

o
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TABIE 8

.RUMENAL AND GLANDUI,AR PH MEASURM,ÍENTS FOR THE SOLTD DIET PREDTCTABLE SHOCK GROUPS
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6

rumen
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o.5
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l_,0
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4.0
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4.0
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4.0
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body

2.1
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4.0

4.o

2E

4.0

4.0
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fumen body
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3.O

3.o
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3.O

3.o

3.O

r.0

3.O

2.8

4.0

4.O

4.0

3.5

4.0
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3.5

4.O

?o 2.6 3.7



RUMIINAL ULCIIIìATION RATINGS FOR

TABLB 9

TIJIJ SOLID DIßT UNPRODICTABLB SHOCK GROUPS

Subjecl/Group 48 hours 72 hours 96 hours
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2
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4
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6
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0
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o
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0

0

I
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TABIE 10

RUMEIVAL AND GLANDULAR PH MEASUREMENTS FOR THE SOLTD DIET UNPREDICTABLE SHOCK GROUPS
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4.0
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4.0

4.0
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RUMIINAL ULCERATION RATTNGS

TABI,E 11

FOR T}IB LIQUID DIET PRED]CTABL]I SIIOCK GROUPS

Subject/Group 48 hours 72 hours 96 hours

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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o
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0

o

0

I

o

0

o

I

1

o

I

0

I

0

1

I

I

I

I

I
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1
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,RUI'fl]NAL AND GLANDULAR PH ¡'EASURE}ßNTS FOR TM LIQUID DIET PREDICTABIE SHOCK GROUPS
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7
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o.5

o.5

3.5

4.o

3.5

4.0

Mean:

72 hours

rumen þody

3.O

r.5

1.0

3,o

1.0

3.O

o.5

3.o

I.4

3.5

3.5

4.5

4.0

3.5

3.5

3.5

4.0

96 hours

rumen

2.8

1.5

2.O

L.5

1.0

o.5

1r
J-.)

1.0

r.0

þoav

3.5

3.5

4.0

3.5

3.5

4.0

3.5

À.0

2.O 3.8 L.2 3.7



RUMBNAL ULCBRATION IìATINGI]

TABLE 13

FOR TIJE LIQUID DI]'T UNPRT'I]ICTABLE SHOCK GIìOUPS

Subject/Group 48 hours 72 hours 96 hours

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

t1

o

0

I

1

0

0

I

I

2

2

2

1

2

I

I

1

I

I

I

I

2

T

I

1

Mean: .50 L.5 I.2



TABLE 14

.R,UI,,ENAL AND GLANDULAR PH MEASUREMENTS FOR, THE LIQUID DIBT UNPREDICTABLE SHOCK GROUPS

Subject/Group 48 hours

bumen body

r.0

3.O

o.5

2.O

3.o

3.o

1.0

o.5

5

6

7

I

4.0

4.O

4.0

3.5

3.5

4.0

4.0

4.0

72 hours
-n¡.men body

Mean:

I.5

r.5

o.5

3.O

1.0

o.5

r.5

2.O

r.8

3.5

4.0

4.0

4.O

4.0

3.5

3.5

3.5

'96 hours
'rumen body

?o

1.0

o.5

1.0

r.5

o.5

t.0

L.5

I.0

I.4

4.0

3,5

4.0

4.0

3.5

3.5

4.O

3.5

3.8 r.0 3.8



'':

A.PPT]NDTX 4

Summary of Analysis of Variance

of Rumenal Ulceration



TAI]LB I

SUMMARY OP 3 X 2 X 3 ANALYSIS OII VARIANCE ON

RUMBNAL ULC!]RATION: TIMB, DIBT, AND SI{OCK

Source l,4Sdf

TI}IE

DIET

SHOCK

TIÌ'48 x DIET

TIME x SHOCK

DIET x SHOCK

TIMBxDIETxSHOCK

h[tTH]N CELLS

TOTAL

2

1

2

2

4

2

4

726

lJ+3

2.97

L5.99

L.80

r.64

.28

.27

.35

.v

L).93+r

LoJ.52;r

J2.O9-r,

11.06-x-

1.87

1.82

2.38

x p.(001



APPE.NDIX 5

' Rumenal Ulceration Means and percent

Rumenal- Ul-cerati-on fncidence in all Experimental and Control Groups



TII{E/GROUP

TABÏ,8 1

IMAN RUI'ßNAL ULCERATION RATIIVG IN ALL E)GERIIENTAL /iND CONTROL GROUPS

48 hours

ad lib

?2 hours 0.0 .63

, CONTROL

liouid solid

0.0

96 hours O.O l.1O

.r3 o.o

. LIQUID

predictable unpredictable
shock shock

0.0

.L3 .50

0.0

.50 1.50

1.00

. SOLTD

predictable
shock

1.10

unpredictable
shock

0.0 0.0

o.o .25

o'o '3s



TII'TE/GROUP

IABT,E 2

PERCENT RUMENAL ULCERATION INCIDBNCE IN ALL EPEIìIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS

48 hours

ad lib

72 hours

CONTROL

Iiouid

0.0

96 hours

0.o

u.5 o.o

solid

0.o

37.5 0.0

LTQUID

predictable
shock

I00.0

J2.5 50.0

unpredi-ctable
shock

0.0

50.0 100.0

SOLID

predictable
shock

100.0 100.0

0.o 0.0

unpr'edictabì-e
shock

0.0 25.O

0.0 37.5
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APPENI]]X 6

Photographs of Stomachs of Representative

Subjects from those Groups trrhich

Developed Ul_ceration



F]GURE



The stornach of a rat that had been exposed to
the solid di-et f unpredictable shock condition
for 72 hr. Note the absence of rumenal ulcer-
ation relative to the stomach of a rat in the
liquid diet condition (figure 2).





FÏGURE 2



The stomach of a rat that had been e>çosed to
the liquid diet * unpredictable shock condition
for 72 hr. Compare this stomach with that of
Figure 1 and note the severe rumenal- ulceration.







The stomach of a rat that had been exposed to
the solid diet I unpredictable shock condition
for 96 hr. Note the abse,ncg." 9-f.rumenal ulcer-
ation relatlve to the stomach of a rat in the

liquid diet condition ( figure 4) ,





FIGUEE 4



The stomach of a rat that had been exposed to
the liquid diet i unpredictablo shock condition
lor 96 hr. Note the rumenal ulceration and

compare this stoniach with that shov¡n in Figure 3.





FTGURE 5

-_.E¿:



The stomach of a rat that had been exposed to
the liquid diet control condition for 4g hr.
Note the small number of rumenal- ul_cers relative
to the liquid diet control stomachs shown in
Figures 6 and 7.





FIGURE



The stomach of a rat that had been exposed to

the liquid diet control condition for 72 hr,
Note the severe rumenal ulceration and compare

this stomach to that shown in Figure 5.







The stomach of a rat that had been exposed to
the liquid diet control condition for 96 hr.
Note the severe rumenal.,u19er9.tion relative
to the liquid diet controÌ stomachs at shorter
time peri-ods (Figures 5 and 6).







The stomach of a rat that had been exposed to
the l-iquid diet * predictabre shock condition
for 4B hr. Note Lhe srnall number of rumenal
ulcers and the similarity of t,his süomach to
that shovm in Figure IL¡





FrguRE 2



The stornach of a rat that had been e>çosed to
the liquid diet * predictable shock condition
for 72 hr. Note the similarity between this
stomach and that shown in Figure 2.





FIGURE 10



The stomach of a rat that had been ercposed to
the liquid diet * predictable shock condition
for 96 hr. Note the sinil-arity of this stomach

to that shown in Fi-gure {.





FTGURE 11
%



The stomach of a rat that, had been exposed to
the liquid diet * unpredictabl-e shock condition
for 48 hr. Note the sjmil-arity of this stomach

to that shown in Figure 8.





APPENDIX 7

Daily Liquid and SoId Sucrose Intake in al_l

E>çerirnental and Control- Groups



Subject/Group

TABLE

TOTAL LIQUID SUCROSE INTAKB

bontrol
LIQUID

predicLable
shock

97

79

101

IT3

I20

99

r14

1

IN

104

79

ó4

85

9L

L56

L33

9B

unpredictable
shock

TIfi 48 HOUR GROUPS (mI)

Mean:

102

r07

92

B6

12t+

L39

121

7T

IOI.3B

c-ontrol
SOLID

piedietable
shock

104

9r

r01

99

8T

117

84

r13

10r.38

99

unpredic'uable
shock

103

ro5.38

92

96

107

8B

12L

113

84

TlB

46

8B

96

LL7

r13

90

98.75 99.75 96.63



Subject/Group

TABI.E 2

TOTAL LIQUID SUCROSE INTAKE TN TI-TE 72 HOUR GROUPS (m1)

control
T,IQUID

predictable
shock

198

L72

168

184

181

I ryìIII

15"

L77

Ã

6

l'^J-)V

2II

2L5

2U

2r5

u8

l-73

223

unpredictable
shock

Mean:

220

I86

L87

L64

2L5

175.38

control

r88.63

SOLID

predictable
shock

170

140

I88

L62

223

U5

I17

L37

L53

Ll+l+

15r

L92

l-95

urpredictable
shock

r82.L3

r53

182

138

l-72

194

162

I (q

188

208

2L6

L79

))Q

163.r3

191

206

r7l-.13 r91.38



Subj ect/Group

TABI,E 3

TOTAL LTQUID SUCROSE INTAKE IN TFIE 96 HOUR GROUPS (M})

bontrol
LIQUID

predictable
shock

26t+

238

32L

341+

256

228

5

6

260

270

unpredictable
shock

232

286

Mean:

269

22L

2U

2U

24o

198

222

287

238

180

207

)Q)

?qo

LBz

267.63

control
SOLID

predictable
shock

2l+8.50

199

269

268

283

r8l+

302

L53

221+.L3

unpredictable
shock

187

¿¿4

256

207

239

293

224

)Q'.7

3L3

t96

94

280

260

281

271+

239

250

233.75 253.50 231+.25



TABL|T 4

TOI'AL SOLID SUCRO:JII INTAKO IN TI{IJ 48 HOUR GROUPSj (gr)

Subj e ct/Group sol-id
control

solid-
predictabJ-e
shock

solid-
unpredictable
shock

L

2

3

l+

5

6

7

tt

13o

98

96

L7+

120

121+

67

L34

T1

16

18

T3

l+9

38

33

3lL

3z

T7

35

L?

L3

24

u

L5

Mean: rr-7.88 26.50 20. 88



TABLTT 5

TOTAL IjOLID SUCROSII INTAKT,I IN Tlrri 72 UOU:Ì GrìOUt,S (gr)

Subject/Group solid
control

sol-id-
predictable
shock

solid-
unpredictable
shock

l

2

3

4

5

6

7

B

141

182

98

180

l-75

l-75

2L5

t29

52

60

63

60

45

49

2T

2l+

2l+

35

4B

83

26

25

63

l+lL

Mean: 16I. 88 Ì+6,75 43.50



TABLB ó

TOTAL SOLID SUCROSIì INTAKIi IN TH0 96 HOUR GRoUpS (gr)

Subject/Group solid
control-

sol-id-
predicLable
shock

sol-id-
unpredi c table
shock

I

2

3

l+

5

6

7

ö

u7

r79

u5

11i]

].67

t23

266

270

l+O

138

96

Ì11

2B

12L

103

99

2B

89

28

55

2B

4B

25

69

Mean: 176. 88 92.00 l+6.25


